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“I cannot say whether things will get better if we change; what I
can say is that they must change if they are to get better.”
― Georg Christoph Lichtenberg

“The biggest problem in information technology today is that there
are only 17,000 three-letter-acronyms”
― Paul Boutin
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Executive Summary
Evolution of today’s electricity supply system into intelligent, automated, selfrepairing and diversely supplied networks is necessary for the future
requirements of growing populations concerned with economies, climate
change and social equity.
This report discusses the current state of the art with respect to smart grids,
investigating the enabling systems that feature within the interface between
supply and demand.

Informed by contemporary smart grid trials and pilot

studies, the report outlines barriers and challenges that have arisen in the
deployment of smart grid systems. Investigation of backlash and concerns for
disadvantaged demographics leads to the proposal of distributed energy
generation

and

storage

systems

integrated

with

advanced

metering

infrastructure and direct load control devices to alleviate the economic hardship,
and fulfil a reasonable expectation of quality power supply faced by these
demographics.
A case study on remote indigenous communities and another on low income
community housing, using data from stakeholders within these domains,
informs examples of applicable distributed systems. Feasibility of photovoltaic
renewable energy systems and energy storage systems within indigenous
communities is investigated where a 50c /kWh feed-in exists. Results are
translated to similar residential density coded properties within the metro.
Recommendations for flexibility in the consideration of systems for medium to
high density community housing accommodation, with respect to roof space
and the foot-print requirements of energy storage systems, follow an example
for a 50 apartment medium density complex.
Payback periods of 5 to 10 years are shown to be feasible, using a business
case which proposes the negotiation of feed-in, peak feed-in and ancillary
service tariffs and concessions from the contestable energy market.
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1.0

Introduction

1.1

Background

In 2013, Western Australia enters a crucial period for infrastructure
development. In light of growing resource scarcity and inflating utility costs the
Barnett government prepares another round of reform to the State’s electricity
sector

[1]

, whilst the State’s water and energy utilities - having trialled smart

technologies

[2][3]

in order to maximise efficiency, and reduce operating and

maintenance costs – make the case for further deployment of Smart Meters
[4][5][6]

across their respective jurisdictions

.

With consumers expecting action on climate change, and Governments
committing to carbon emissions targets, a clean energy future requires a
decisive transition to smart energy systems, and united efforts towards
conservation and efficiency. Electricity utilities globally are investing time and
resources into smart meters, or more precisely, in Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI) in order to address this.
Smart meters, themselves simply a means of collecting and communicating
data, when integrated with AMI have the potential to actively reduce critical
network loading

[3]

.

This is achieved through the active participation of

informed consumers for Demand-Side Response (DSR), however network
operators can employ Demand-Side Management (DSM), also known as Direct
Load Control (DLC), utilising Advanced Meter Management (AMM) for Demand
Response Enabled Devices (DREDs)

[7][8]

.

The operational optimisation of

legacy assets, in parallel with AMI and other smart grid enabling technology,
leads to improvement in network efficiency, thereby deferring significant
investment in network upgrades

[9]

.

This capability extends to integrating distributed energy resources (DER),
particularly Renewable Energy Systems (RES) and Energy Storage Systems
(ESS) into the electricity network

[10]

. Further, when forming the basis of a

Smart Grid, outcomes for network reliability and security, operational efficiency
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and environmental sustainability are improved

[3][11]

, in addition to many other

benefits explored herein.
Driven in part by the need for Climate Change response, government policy and
pricing instruments have resulted in unprecedented growth in residentially
installed renewable energy systems and network penetration of energy
generated by them

[12]

.

In Western Australia, upon the South West

Interconnected System (SWIS), many of these embedded systems are
Photovoltaic (PV); with no requirement for generation smoothing the
intermittency of the resource affects grid stability, and does little to combat the
residential peak demand phenomenon, according to Western Power and
Ausgrid reports (< 2% reduction)

[12][13]

, and independent investigation

[14][15]

.

The inclusion of storage on an electricity network has the ability to increase the
effectiveness of PV; by storing energy the disconnect between the time of peak
generation and times of peak demand (for example morning and evening in
winter, late afternoon in summer)

[16]

is bridged, meaning excess energy upon

the grid is not dumped in order to maintain stability (for example the daylight
operation of streetlights). By storing energy until it is required, demand peaks
can be shaved, reducing the requirement for Business as Usual (BAU)
centralised peak energy generation, and improving the penetration and
environmental benefits of renewable energy

[17]

. A prerequisite of demand-side

contribution (or “prosumer”) smart peripherals is appropriate enabling
technologies, like the smart meter, which facilitates the marketable injection of
renewable energy onto the network.
Of course, today’s aging electricity networks will require upgrading for the
promise of tomorrows technology; Electric Vehicles will require robust and
intelligent grids for successful integration, and will provide valuable service by
injecting stored energy when required for peak levelling

[18]

.

Appliance

manufacturers are preparing for Smart Home management systems which will
allow communication between each other, and the “internet of things”

[19][20]

.
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Being ready for these technologies, and the extra demand they will place upon
the network, requires the advantages promised by the Smart Grid.

Future

proofing the electricity grid is complex however and more than an exercise in
upgrading “poles and wires”, an approach traditionally taken. Deployment of
AMI is typically the first of many steps towards a smart grid.
And so we can see then why it is that utilities, particularly within the electricity
sector, are ready to deploy AMI. In Australia and countries around the world,
electricity utilities (likewise, water and gas utilities) are at varying extents of
deployment of smart meters and AMI

[8][9]

.

Yet with every pilot, trial and

staged roll-out of smart meters, irrespective of location, there have been
barriers to successful full-scale deployment, including a significant and
consistent backlash from different sectors within the consumer demographic.
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1.2

Objective Statement

The aim of this report is to present a smart grid solution developed for
application to households identified as traditionally at-risk or otherwise
vulnerable economically upon the implementation of public infrastructure which
leverage payback through typical embedded cost recovery policies.
The following objectives are met in order to achieve this aim;


Review of national and international smart meter, smart grid trials and
pilot studies to underline the current state of the art.



Investigation of applicable technology and subsystems for application to
the end user and energy supply interface.



Identify and assess the needs of at-risk groups within the wider West
Australian community, drawing a focus to Aboriginal and Remote
Communities (ARCs) and Community Housing Organisations.



Develop a model which includes technology and community engagement
instruments for overcoming identified social justice concerns, informed
by identified barriers and backlash upon typical and smart grid rollout.



Apply this model to case studies, developing a solution for the identified
at-risk groups.
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1.3

Scope of the Study

After reviewing the lexicon and state of the art, this report will draw focus upon
the benefits and barriers of smart grids and smart peripheral systems,
investigating the social justice implications of deployment, and proposes models
for the easement of smart systems into the demographic identified as
vulnerable within the context of the electricity sector of Western Australia.
The scope of this report comprises:


An account of the current state of art of smart grids and related
technologies, including:
o An investigation into the current state of electricity market, and
moves to smart grid technologies in Western Australia.
o Overview of relevant renewable resources and systems applicable to
Western Australian smart grid electricity networks.
o Overview of storage options for application to Western Australian
smart grid electricity networks.



An account of deployment methods, issues and challenges (known as
barriers) encountered during pilots and staged roll-outs, and lessons learned
upon deployment.



An investigation of community engagement and consumer experience
strategies for successful deployment of smart meters.



The presentation of a case study for smart grid systems, for the promotion
of social justice in a cross section of different vulnerable groups within
Western Australian society.
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2.0

Literature Review

Section 2.0 of the report presents a review and synthesis of a wide range of
pilot studies and trials, case studies, and research from within the literature.
The review develops a picture of the current state of play within the global
electricity sectors, particularly from the transmission and distribution network
perspective, in order to build the case for Western Australian contexts.
At the initial stages of the research project a structured literature review was
written and a synopsis of this has been included in the Appendices, Section A.
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2.1

A Western Australian Context

2.1.1

Electricity Sector in Western Australia

Underpinned by the Western Australian Government, the Western Australian
Energy Market (WAEM) - the state’s electricity sector - is formed of two distinct
electrical networks.

Currently the state owned sector is divided into

disaggregated (illustrated in Figure 1, below) but vertically integrated
generation, transmission and distribution, and retail business frameworks
(Verve Energy, Western Power and Synergy1 respectively), and a rural supplier
(Horizon Power)

[21]

.

The SWIS, which extends to Kalbarri north of Perth, Albany on the south coast
of WA, and Kalgoorlie-Boulder in the Eastern Goldfields, the SWIS encompasses
the greater Perth area, including all inter-regional towns

[23]

. Covering an area

of 261,000 square kilometres and more than one million connections (90% of
the WA electricity market), the SWIS is the largest network in Western Australia
[9]

and is served by the aforementioned business frameworks.

Generation
(Verve Energy)

Transmission and
Distribution

Retail
(Synergy)

(Western Power)

Figure 1 - Disaggregated Western Australian Government Energy Sector

[22]

The North West Interconnected System (NWIS) services towns in the state’s
northwest, centred about Port Headland and Karratha.

A series of non-

interconnected distributions which operate in remote regions are also managed
by Horizon Power, for a total area of 2.3 million square kilometres, and 109,000
customers

[9]

.

Both the SWIS and NWIS are depicted in Figure 2, below.
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Figure 2 - WAEM Networks [24]

1

The WAEM consists of 4 main electricity retailers, Synergy, Alinta, Perth Energy and ERM

Power, which together make up practically 100% of the retail electricity market on the SWIS
[23]

.

2.1.2

System and Demand Characteristics

Electricity on the SWIS is generated by a series of base-load generators (Collie),
peak supply generators (Kwinana), regional distributed generators (e.g.
Geraldton, Albany), distributed commercial renewable energy generators (e.g.
Mount Barker, Greenough) and distributed residential renewable energy
prosumers. Links to further details about SWIS energy supply is listed in the
Appendices, Section B.
The SWIS has, as of 2012-2013, an expected generation capacity of 6,000 MW
with production reaching approximately 18,000 GWh of electricity.
comparison the NWIS has a generation capacity of 400 MW

[23]

In

. Currently, the

estimated system peak demand is about 4,000 MW (with a record peak of
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4,070 MW, January 2012). Forecasts due to growth anticipate this requirement
to increase by 3% each year

[24]

. The demand profile of the SWIS is seasonal,

with large volume and peak characteristics dominating the summer and winter
periods. Typical daily load curves are shown in the Appendices, Section C

[25]

.

Western Australia produces electricity from a range of sources and fuels. The
energy mix is shown in Figure 3 below.
Energy Type

%

Non-renewable fuels
Black coal

32.78

Natural gas

57.37

4.5% Oil products

4.47

3.3% Mixed Fossil Fuel

3.26

Renewable fuels
0.4% Biogas

0.35

1.4% Wind

1.40

0.4% Solar PV

0.36

Figure 3 - Western Australian Electricity Generation by Fuel Type (2011)[26]

Links to further data and data analysis on the energy source mix used by
Western Australian electricity generators can be found in the Appendices,
Section D.
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2.1.3

Electricity Meters in Use

Western Power currently services in excess of 1 million residential, commercial
and industrial customers across the SWIS. Statistics for this deployment for
Western Power (as of February, 2013)

[9]

are shown in Table 1, below:

Table 1 - Currently Deployed Meters in Western Australia (Western Power)

Meter Type
Manual Read Residential Analogue
Manual Read Residential Interval
Remote Read Residential Interval
Interval Meters for Distributed Generation
Remote Read Residential AMI Interval

[9]

Quantity
290,000
25
1,766
97,068
11,000

Western Power expects to install 15,000 single phase remote read interval
meters into new homes, and strategically replace 18,000 single phase analogue
meters with single phase remote read interval meters, each year over the next
5 years

[9]

.

Likewise 23,000 annual and new three phase meters will be

installed. An indication of whether these meters will meet the national AMI
minimum functional specification is yet to be made by the Economic Regulator
or Western Power, although three phase meters will be smart ready, without
communications infrastructure

[9]

. 1,000 remote read residential interval meters

are planned for deployment in a number of new existing and greenfield trials

[9]

.

Western Power services 21,296 customers already on Time-of-Use tariffs (ToU).
Statistics (as of February, 2013) are shown in Table 2, below:
Table 2 - ToU Customers on the SWIS (Western Power)

Time of Use Customer
Residential
Commercial
Industrial

[9]

Quantity
51% (10,861)
47% (10,009)
2% (426)

Horizon Power currently supplies in excess of 110,000 customers in remote and
rural Western Australia

[9]

.

No current information regarding specific

deployment numbers is available in the literature. However, Horizon Power is
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proactive in working with the needs of its customers; pre-payment smart
meters are used in Aboriginal and Remote Communities (ARC)

[27]

.
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2.2

Smart Meter, Smart Home, Smart Grid

2.2.1

Smart Meters

The evolution of the smart electricity meter (shown in Figure 4, below) can be
traced back to the conventional analogue meter, a geared magnetic meter
which measured current flux, and thus consumption of electricity. Motivated to
improve inaccurate meter readings, reduce electricity theft, and introduce
[11]

automatic meter reads

, manufacturers first produced digital meters for

interval pricing, then interval meters with automatic meter reading (AMR) for
one way communication of consumption and embedded generation information
to the network operator

[11]

.

The latest generation of meters, called smart

meters incorporate bi-directional communication hardware for remote meter

Functionality

AMI
Full Bi-Directional







Integrated service switch
Dynamic Tariffs
Remote meter programing
HAN Interface
Power Quality

AMR Plus






Daily / Demand remote read
Hourly interval data
Outage Notification
Other commodity reads




Automated monthly reads
One Way Outage detection (Last
Gasp)
Tamper detection
Load profiling

AMR
1 Way




2009+

Smart Meter Capability

Smart Meter System

.

2006 – 2009

[7]

1990 – 2005

reading and control mechanisms for AMM

1872-2005

Figure 4 - History of the Smart Electricity Meter [28]

AMI was coined to distinguish the integrated capabilities of the newest
generation of smart meters from AMR. Facilitating real-time consumption and
system information, AMI is capable of providing accurate network status,
demand response, and consumer empowerment

[11][29]

.

As an integral

component of the smart grid, AMI enabled smart meters enhance the data
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profiling ability of network operators, providing network control for asset
utilisation and operational efficiency, improving operations and management of
transmission and distribution characteristics, and giving rise to flexible markets
for consumer access

2.2.2

[11]

.

Smart Grids

The smart grid is a vision of the future of electricity networks (as depicted in
Figure 5, below) and is an umbrella term for a collection of systems of
technologies and services working in concert. Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) being the key enabler
behaviour”

[31]

[30]

, “intelligently integrates the

of all entities connected to it.

Broadly defined, the smart grid is the application of ICT to existing power
infrastructure, incorporating intelligent distribution control technology, as well
as ESS, RES, EV, and smart consumer appliances.

Utilising these systems,

smart grids intelligently monitor and control, communicate and self-heal in
order to manage the connection and operation of energy sources, conveying
improved efficiency, reliability and security of supply. Automated using the bidirectional communication of information and through the incorporation of DER,
the smart grid significantly increases the efficiency of generation and network
assets, reducing environmental impact from the electricity system as a whole
[32]

.
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Figure 5 – Aims and Abilities of the Modern Grid [11]

Whilst the smart grid is about power and communications, there is considerably
more behind the scenes, as new opportunities and stakeholders are introduced
to the business domains of generating and distributing electricity.

The

conceptual model in Figure 6 below, provided by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), depicts bi-directional flows between the
different entities of an electricity system within the domains of the smart grid,
and is modified to indicate the proactive role of the prosumer.
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Prosumer

•Electricity end-users.
•Generate, store and on-sell electricity and manage consumption.

Markets

•Network operators
•Particpants on the electricity markets

Service
Providers

Operations

Bulk
Generation

•Customer services
•Services to utilities
•Electricity transmission and distribution management
•Data farming and profiling
•Centralised generators of electricity
•Energy storage for peak distribution

Transmission

•Long Haul electricity carriers
•Energy storage for peak distribution

Distribution

•Bidirectional distributors of electricity for end-users
•Generate and store electricity

Figure 6 - NIST Conceptual Model of Stakeholders and Domains within the Smart Grid

2.2.2.1

[33]

Why modernise the grid?

Many of the challenges faced by the electricity sector arise from ageing network
assets and power lines, which were designed in the 1950s, and installed during
the following decades

[34]

. These systems predate the computer chip, and it is

this infrastructure that is struggling with the continued growth of end user
demand, load shifting and critical peaking (from growth in air conditioners,
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greater range of appliances, and the electric vehicle).

Compounding these

challenges is the need to integrate DER which introduces variable power
quality. Many challenges faced by electricity networks can be resolved using
the capabilities of smart grids, from engaging non-participative consumers into
reducing loads and increasing efficiency, to facilitating better renewable energy
[32]

integration

. As smart meters evolved from conventional meters, the future

smart grid will develop from present infrastructure, as Figure 7 below
illustrates.
The smart grid has been described as a “platform for prosperity” (Miller, 2008)
[34]

.

Whilst a seemingly utopian technological deterministic assertion, global

and regional economies depend heavily upon electricity, and competitiveness in
the global markets depends upon advantage. Multiple billions of dollars are lost
globally due to interruptions caused by blackouts and load shedding in response
to the inability of the current electricity grid to meet demand, or ensure power
quality

[35]

.

Likewise, lifestyles are heavily influenced by the availability of

electricity, and rolling blackouts and load shedding impact upon the health and
wellbeing of vulnerable consumers, and those reliant on medical devices.

[34]

.

As an intelligent “system of systems” the smart grid anticipates system
disturbances and responds to problems automatically, “self-healing” to restore
operation to grid assets, enhancing grid reliability and power quality.
Without modernisation, the integration of future technologies and appliances
into our lifestyles - such as EVs, with the hefty electricity needs that these alone
will place upon current infrastructure

[37]

- will be increasingly difficult and

decarbonising stationary energy and road transport, more difficult still

[38]

.
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Figure 7 - Smartening the Grid - An Evolutionary Process [35]
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2.2.2.2

Smart Grid Architecture

Smart grid architecture is fundamentally a series of overlaid electrical and ICT
networks. The home area network (HAN) is the end-user network, principally
enabled by AMI, and established within the home for the communication of
data between - and control of - household appliances. Components of the HAN
include


[39]

:

AMI devices for DLC of DREDs (such as smart air conditioners, pool pumps
or hot water systems),



HAN interface and real-time consumption feedback devices (such as InHome Displays (IHDs), USB portals, and phone apps),



Home energy management systems (HEMS) for automation and monitoring
of consumption,



RES and ESS, and



Smart appliances and EVs.

The Local Area Network (LAN) is a network topology that consists of a cluster
of HANs (nodes) that are within communication distance of a Last Mile
Communication’s (LMC) relay or substation backbone access link, themselves
forming a data collection point. Data is passed from this collection point (data
concentrator) to the utility, and vice versa. This is the primary communications
network between the Wide Area Network (WAN) containing head-end domains
such as distribution and operations (see Figure 6 above), and the HAN. The
LAN extends into the substation infrastructure much as the HAN extends into
the home, and incorporates network infrastructure, systems for Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), EMSs, and Phasor Measurement Units
(PMUs)

[39]

.

The WAN is the topology of the long haul communications network between
utility generator, data centre, and utility control centre domains (see Figure 6
above)

[40]

. Data from meters is passed from LAN to WAN, processed within

these domains, and potentially acted upon by control systems within the LAN or
HAN topologies

[41]

.
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2.2.2.3

Principal Smart Grid Systems

2.2.2.3.1

Communications

Data transmission systems for smart grid communications are numerous. To
the point where many smart grid proponents from within regulatory bodies, and
primary smart grid and appliance manufacturing industries are calling for
standardisation because interoperability goals and inter-system communications
are being hampered by incompatible protocols

[42]

. Smart meter manufacturers

typically package different communication and protocol capabilities with their
products, as demonstrated in Table 7 (Section 2.3.1)
Wireless

transmission

protocols

(for

[8]

inter-HAN,

and

HAN

to

LAN

communications) such as WiMAX, Bluetooth, Zigbee, and Radio Frequency are
used when deployment density is high

[43]

. Wireless ad-hoc / mesh network,

and point-to-point network topologies are most common in smart meter
deployments; DSL broadband internet and fibre optic networks are also able to
be used. Due to security risks and potential confidentiality loss upon public
networks, these mediums are rarely used

[43]

.

Mobile phone networks, such as GSM, GPRS and 3G, are effective
communication systems harnessed by utilities for meter communications.
Mobile networks are advantageous between a single metered connection and
the utility head-end in a remote or otherwise low deployment density
application

[41]

. Significantly, the use potentially comes at higher cost although

operations are more sophisticated, communications infrastructure is predeployed by local mobile providers, and mobile networks are secure

[44]

.

Transmission of data through the existing electrical network is possible using
Power Line Communication (PLC), or Broadband over Power Line (BPL)
protocols.

These protocols are only available for low to medium voltage

networks, and interception of data carrying signals must occur before power
transformation occurs as embedded signals are otherwise lost

[41]

. Alternative
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data transmission systems, such as DSL broadband internet or mobile phone
network communications, can transmit data from a concentrator prior to
transformers.

2.2.2.3.2

Energy Management

DREDs are remote agent activated programmable logic controllers (PLC) or
actuators which, when used in Australia and governed by AS4755, enables
compliant appliances such as air conditioners, slab heaters, hot water systems,
and pool and bore pumps to be controlled by the utility. This control enables
operation of appliances at 75%, 50% and 0% (off) of the rated capacity. State
Governments throughout Australia are considering making this standard
mandatory, and the Australian Energy Regulator is coordinating the treatment
of Demand Response into network pricing

[45]

.

Energy Management Systems (EMS) are automation systems which operate at
the substation level (tap changing transformers, capacitor banks and breakers)
of

the

LV

distribution

electricity

network,

measurements to maintain security of operation

[46]

providing

power

system

. Advanced EMS, known as

wide area measurement protection and control systems (WAMPACS), use PMUs
to measure voltage, current and phase angles for the automated operation and
control of network characteristics

[7]

of the transmission and power systems

[33]

.

Home EMS on the other hand are AMI integrated or standalone power
consumption measurement devices, which read voltage or current at the meter,
and communicate to energy sensing socket adapters for real-time energy
consumption metrics of home appliances. Feedback from these devices can be
communicated to an IHD or to a web based portal.
In Home Displays, Portals and Smart-Phone ‘Apps’ can be utilised with HEMS,
as described above, or integrated with AMI for feedback from the utility. They
provide the consumer with an energy management tool which displays real time
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consumption information

[3]

, but extend to network status and warnings to

potential outages, tariff prices, and feed-in volumes (from RES). Other services
may include behaviour socialisation (comparison of usage to neighbours), and
opt in services such as dynamic or time-of-use (ToU) tariffs, DSM of DRED
compliant appliances, and so forth

[29]

.

As with consumption, network stability requires that RES utilise generation
management mechanisms. Renewable energy smoothing provides a buffer to
the sudden ramping of energy injection onto the grid, through the use of ESSs
[7][47]

such as batteries

.

Feed-in management systems (SCADA) allow the

network operator to actively constrain or curtail the injection of energy by
distributed energy generators, in order to maintain power quality upon the grid
[48][49]

.

Signals through the smart meter direct the RES’s inverter to direct

energy through to a shunt in order to “dump” energy, such as into heating
domestic water

[50]

.
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2.2.3

Smart Homes

The current electricity network does not feature active collaboration from
associated domains such as buildings or homes, greatly limiting the efficacy of
energy management systems for sustainable outcomes

[51]

. Smart homes are

automated, proactive consumer domains which negotiate and collaborate as an
intelligent network, interfacing with external networks, as shown in Figure 8.
Bulk BAU
Generation

Smart Home

Smart
Grid

RES &
ESS

Energy
AMI
Info

Loads

Renewable
Energy
Generation

Figure 8 - Smart Grid – Smart Home Interface

[52]

Providing the home owner with energy and water efficiency, security, comfort
and convenience, a smart home utilises appliances and systems that are
capable of being controlled remotely and automated via timed schedule;
analogous to smart grid systems. As smart grid initiatives are deployed, home
automation – particularly the ability to remotely control DRED compliant
appliances and activate consumers through DSR instruments such as real-time
consumption and tariff reporting - thereby becoming integral to achieving the
benefits of the smart grid.
The functionality of the smart home is controlled with a human–house
interface, similar to an IHD. These devices typically show more features than a
HEMS or IHD used for singular utility application, and may include internet
feeds and localised weather reports as well as the home automation features
for security, Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC), entertainment
and so forth.
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2.3

Smart Grid - Current State of the Art

2.3.1

International Smart Meter Deployments, Trials and Pilot
Studies

Australia
The Council of Australian Governments (COAG), as of 2007, mandated the
nationwide deployment of smart electricity meters. This commitment would see
smart meters to areas where cost benefit analysis showed benefits outweighed
costs, taking into account different market circumstances in each jurisdiction

[6]

.

Since this time, smart meters have been trialled in most states of Australia as
an initiative of the Australian Government’s Solar Cities Program, and as such
have seen targeted deployment. The state of Victoria has seen the only large
scale deployment of smart meters within Australia to date, with approximately
one and a half million meters, due to be completed in 2013

[9]

. These meters

are non-compliant with the national minimum functional specification however,
a situation which indicates the early commencement of the deployment.
Statistics of smart meter deployments per state are shown in Table 3 below.
Table 3 - Australian Smart Meter Deployment

[9]

Deployment

Smart Meter

Commenced

Volumes

ACT

-

None

NA

None

NT

2008

1,700

Unknown

1,700

NSW

2010

27,140

No

11,500

No plans

QLD

2010

4,780

No

0

No plans

SA

2012

7,099+

No

2,740

Vic

2004

1,467,720

Most

66,799

WA

2009

11,000

No

1,149

NZ

< 2008

670,000

NA

State

Compliant?

Meters
for DEG

Future Deployment
No plans
Targeted for urban PV
installations

Plans under review
All meters to be smart
meters by 2013
280,000 for targeted
replacement
880,000 new by 2015
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AMI trials, as part of the Solar Cities program, are beginning to wrap up with
the expected conclusion of the program occurring in 2013 and final results for
each trial are due to be published. These studies have informed the decision to
roll out further smart meters in Western Australia with 280,000 meters planned
for targeted replacement

[9]

. As with the Victorian roll-out, meters used in the

smart grid trials nationally coinciding with the Solar Cities program, are mostly
non-compliant with the national functional specification [6].
The first commercial scale Smart Grid project in Australia, using GE smart
meters and WiMAX communications will be commissioned by Ausgrid (formerly
Energy Australia), and funded by the Australian Government.
capable meters and IHDs will be deployed

[53]

50,000 AMI

, alongside distributed energy

systems (ceramic fuel cells, PV systems), electric vehicle charging systems
(Vehicle to Grid-Grid to Vehicle) and remote monitoring of distribution systems
[54][55]

. Further Australian Smart Meter deployment information can be found in

the Department of RET National Smart Meter Infrastructure Report

[9]

.

New Zealand
Positive market forces, and strong business cases amongst the major New
Zealand energy retailers, means the deployment of smart meters has been
rapid. By 2015 more than 75% of customers will have smart meters

[9]

.

North America
In the Northern America, particularly the United States, many large scale and
ongoing AMI deployments and trials have occurred since 2007

[8]

.

The

motivation for these projects is to improve the power quality and reliability of
supply, in light of catastrophic failures

[36]

, but secondary motivations are to

reflect the real costs of generation and distribution with dynamic pricing,
reflecting resource decline and pollution mitigation

[8]

. Besides the roll-out of

AMI, many smart grid trials are underway, including whole of development /
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community, smart city and state wide projects. Table 4 provides an account of
AMI projects in Northern America.
Table 4 - North American Smart Meter Deployment [8]

State

Smart Meter /

Period

AMI Volumes

Meter Vendor

USA
California
- North, Central

2008 - 2012

5,400,000

GE / Landis+Gyr

- Southern

2007 - 2012

4,800,000

Itron

Midwestern USA

2007 - 2015

5,000,000

GE / Landis+Gyr

Southern USA

2008 - 2013

4,800,000

Sensus

Florida

2008 -

4,600,000

GE

Texas

2007 - 2012

3,000,000

Landis+Gyr

- Houston

2009 - 2014

2,400,000

Itron

Michigan

2008 -

2,600,000

Itron

New Jersey

2009 - 2013

1,900,000

GE / Landis+Gyr

Ohio

2008 - 2014

1,500,000

Not Announced

San Diego

2008 - 2011

1,400,000

Itron

Washington

2007 -

850,000

Sensus

Canada
Ontario

2007 - 2010

1,300,000

Elster Ozz/Trilliant / Sensus

Europe
Nations within the European Union have been actively deploying smart meters
for AMI trials and pilots since 2004

[8]

. The drivers for these deployments are

diverse, and range from mandated monthly meter reading policy (Sweden),
proactive government stimulus (The Netherlands), regulator requirement for an
efficient

power

market

(Norway),

research

institution

recommendation

(Slovenia), as part of private energy sector initiatives (Romania), mobile
communication industry infrastructure installation (Belgium) and the support of
EV recharging station networks (Portugal)

[56]

.
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Smart Grid initiatives and pilot studies in the European Union have the shared
goal of creating a diversified power supply that is clean, cost efficient, reliable
and secure

[57]

whilst aggregating existing markets into a large scale virtual

power plant that spans borders

[8]

.

Example AMI projects in Europe are

provided in Table 5 below;
Table 5 – Europe Smart Meter Deployment

Country
Italy

Period

[8]

Smart Meter /
AMI Volumes

Meter Vendor

2006 -

29,800,000

-

2008 -

1,500,000

Landis+Gyr

Turkey

2009 -

1,500,000

Elektrommed

Sweden

-

600,000

Echelon

2009 -

390,000

Landis+Gyr

2005 -

246,000

Landis+Gyr

2007 -

150,000

Echelon

2008 -

50,000

Echelon

France

2010 -

300,000

Landis+Gyr / Actaris / Iskraemeco

The Netherlands

2008 -

200,000

Landis+Gyr / Sagem / Actaris

Austria

2007 -

175,000

Echelon

Germany

2008 -

100,000

-

Czech Republic

2010 – 2011

85,000

Landis+Gyr

Finland

2007 -

63,000

Landis+Gyr

2009 -

60,000

Landis+Gyr

Denmark

Asia
Smart Grid initiatives in Asia are very large, very rapid projects which have
developed from different baselines than the counterpart grids in Europe or
North America, particularly in Japan. In Japan, a reliable grid infrastructure
exists. Post-Fukushima, Japan is looking to diversify energy sources, restore
public trust, and build customer empowerment with current policy aiming for
65% renewable energy and 40% reduced carbon emissions by 2030. Smart
grid systems are being deployed to meet this challenge, alongside building
energy management systems (BEMS), demand side ESS and AMI

[58]

.
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China has an enormous power system, aging and expansive[8]; project goals
within the electricity sector include distributed power generation, intelligent
transmission and distribution systems, ESS and smart end-use systems with bidirectional communications in order to increase system reliability and efficiency
across the board

[8]

.

Smart meter deployments have occurred in Indonesia and South Korea. The
world’s largest smart grid, smart city test bed is underway on Jeju Island, South
Korea

[59][60]

.

Drivers are the increased uptake of clean, renewable energy

production for reducing carbon emissions (11% by 2030), and improved enduse energy efficiency through smart infrastructure

[8]

.

Table 6 below is an account of documented smart meter deployment volumes
in Asia.
Table 6 - Asian Smart Meter Deployment

Country
China

Period

[8]

Smart Meter /
AMI Volumes

2009 -

2,200,000

2010 -

33,000,000

2011 - 2015

300,000,000

Japan

2013 - 2017

27,000,000

Indonesia

2010 – 2011

800,000

South Korea

2009 – 2014

18,000,000

Meter Vendor

Undisclosed
Landis+Gyr
Itron
GE

Table 7, on the following page, demonstrates typical smart meter deployment
types, with vendor, communications technology and example deployments.
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Table 7 - Smart Meter Vendors, Technology and Deployment Examples
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2.3.2

Smart Grids, Smart Cities

The concept of a Smart City is not firmly defined, applied throughout the
literature at once as a strategy for creating a networked, economically
competitive and sustainable city

[61]

, and as a stage reached in the constant

development-redevelopment cycles of infrastructure

[62]

. Comprised of smart

urban utility networks, electronic and social networks, e-mobility networks, and
a governance framework focused on sustainable economic policy and
sustainable living.

Smart cities are defined to include the purposeful

deployment of smart systems, and the reform of energy and water sectors
which reflect the goals of smart grids.
As such, the term ‘Smart Cities’ has been applied as labels by city councils to
themselves; for example Amsterdam

[63]

, Lyon

[64]

, and Songdo

[65]

. Companies

also use the term as a catch all for describing the products, services or
solutions that they provide; for example Schneider Electric

[66]

, IBM

imply that a Smart Grid makes a Smart City, for example Ausgrid

[68]

[67]

or to

.

Smart city projects are holistic efforts to introducing, testing and improving
integrated systems of smart infrastructure, where utilities and services converge
to a common ICT platform involving communication, network infrastructure,
and data aggregation

[69]

. Transport, ICT, waste, water and energy services all

approach the objective of improving security, efficiency and reliability of service,
with the common goal of improving competitiveness, conserving resources and
reducing pollution

[70]

.

Whilst ICT services are broadening throughout the world, many so called smart
city trials and pilots have been factional projects undertaken by different
sectors with little to no collaboration. Water and energy sectors tend to their
own infrastructure, with the ICT sector being the only integrating factor.
Multifaceted consumer platforms do exist, (for example Greensense

[71]

) for

monitoring consumption, and Smart Meters such as the SATEC advanced
residential meter

[72]

, cross this division and suggest the potential for greater

collaboration. This is an indication of the maturity of the smart infrastructure
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sector, the limitations of public policy and requirement for reform

[73]

, and the

need for standardisation in communication and related smart technology

2.3.3

[55]

.

Smart Homes

Traditionally automated homes, the concept of Smart homes now embrace
houses which have moved to greater integration of technology for sustainable
development, including sustainable building materials, energy management
systems with generation and storage, and urban water systems for harvesting,
treatment and reuse. Smart homes are also designed to reduce the amount of
energy and water they use, utilising passive solar design principles and
Environmentally Sustainable Design (ESD)

[74]

.

Automation is still a heavily

featured component of the Smart House, and facilitates the efficient utilisation
of energy and water, and provides security and convenience for improved
comfort

[75]

.

Smart Home demonstration projects are more common than off-the-plan smart
buildings, though consumer interest is gaining momentum

[76]

. As integration

of electric vehicles and combined HVAC and energy generation systems become
more common in the future, consumer interest is expected to shift to demand
[75]

.

Leading examples of these projects are also driven by companies wishing to
prove their technology, for example Kyocera

[76]

and Honda

[77]

, but community

groups and organisations (e.g. Chicago Museum of Science and Industry: Smart
Home – Green + Wired) have built demonstration projects for various reasons,
including sustainability goals.

The Ausgrid Smart Home was built as a

demonstration project for the Smart Grid, Smart City project, in Newington
Sydney

[68]

.
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2.4

Smart Peripheral Systems

2.4.1

Renewable Energy Systems

During the summer of 2003 / 2004, the installed generation capacity and
efficacy of the distribution network in Western Australia (SWIS) was not
adequate to cover the summer peaks. On the 19th of February 2004 despite
imposing compulsory restrictions on electricity use Western Power was unable
to meet demand; citing extreme temperatures, excessive load growth
(especially air conditioning), and gas pipeline capacity restrictions constraining
the use of the open cycle ‘peaking’ plant in Kwinana

[78]

. The consequence of

which was a series of load shedding strategies, and unplanned rolling black
outs leaving more than a million West Australians without electricity. Since this
time further generation capacity has been installed (Appendices, Section B).
The residential sector has also seen a surge in renewable energy uptake in
residential solar PV

[12]

.

In Australia, today’s electrical energy is produced in centralised power plants,
exploiting to different degrees non-renewable fossil fuels, and more recently,
renewable energy sources such as biomass, solar, hydro and wind power

[79]

.

In Western Australia the vast majority of renewable energy comes from wind
(67%), followed by solar (14%), hydro (12%), and landfill gas and biomass
(7%)

[21]

.

Once generated the electricity is typically transmitted over long

distances, until distributed to customers.

This business as usual scenario is

costly, and inefficient.
Distributed generation, a deployment method where energy is injected in any
node of the distribution network, utilises these energy resources (albeit
generally on a smaller scale), and a range of others including wave,
geothermal, landfill and sewage methane, bagasse and fuel cells. The point
being that distributed generation avoids the losses associated with transmission
by being at the end-user level, and diversifies the supply of electricity.
Resource availability in Western Australia is significant. Appendices, Section B
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contains links to further information about energy resource availability in
Australia

[79][80]

.

Technology available for residential energy generation in Western Australia
includes solar PV, ceramic fuel cells (natural gas or hydrogen), and in some
jurisdictions wind turbines.

Both Western Power and Horizon Power have

regulations and requirements for the installation of these systems, including
design requirements and system sizing, network interface, safety, and control
requirements. Links to further information regarding these requirements are
found in the Appendices, Section E.

Renewable energy systems are well

documented in the literature, and as such a review is not presented here.
Both Synergy (SWIS) and Horizon Power offer buy-back arrangements for the
integration of distributed energy systems, whereby generated energy is
delivered to the grid for a return per kWh produced (7c / kWh on the SWIS,
and up to 50c / kWh upon Horizon Power grids, and Horizon Power Towns).
Further details of these are found in the Appendices, Section E.
The Australian Government supports the deployment of small scale renewable
energy systems throughout Australia, via the Small-scale Renewable Energy
Scheme.

This scheme creates “solar credits” – Small-scale Technology

Certificates (STCs) that are tradable to the Clean Energy Regulator for
approximately $30 per STC, with different support available depending on the
date, size and location of installation. Further information is included in the
Appendices, Section E.
Penetration of PV systems has seen sizable growth on the metropolitan Western
Power Network. In excess of 94,000 system installations had been installed
upon the network by the end of 2011, with installation approval applications
peaking at ~10,000 per month between Mar and June in this year. Since this
time applications for new systems have decreased due to the withdrawal of
government incentives, such as a 40c /kWh feed in tariff, and lowered rebates
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on new systems. Levels are greater than pre 2010 (averaging 2000 new PV
system applications per month)

[12]

. The size of typical installed systems is also

increasing as the costs for solar PV decreases; average system size is
approaching 2kW as of January 2012

[12]

.

The recent growth has led to a total installed PV capacity of 243 MW (as of
2013). Western Power anticipates this to grow to 472 MW by 2017. Likewise,
the peak demand has been forecast to grow from ~4100 MW to ~4600 MW

[12]

.

The effect of the anticipated output of PV systems upon the forecast peak is
shown in Table 8, below;
Table 8 - Impact of capacity PV generation on peak demand; Western Power

Year
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

PV Capacity
(MW)
243
299
357
414
472

Forecast Peak
(MW)
4,093.1
4,208.0
4,324.3
4,438.3
4,584.5

Peak Reduction
(MW)
72.3
88.5
105.4
121.9
153.3

[12]

.

Peak Reduction
(%)
1.77
2.10
2.44
2.75
2.95

A reduction of 72.3 MW is significant in terms of offsetting production,
transmission and distribution losses, and environmental benefits however it
represents only ~30% of total PV generation (Peak Reduction / PV Capacity,
expressed as a percentage). By 2017, against the forecast PV capacity, the
amount of generated energy used to offset the peak increases to ~32.5%. A
staggering result, given the installed capacity increases by nearly 95%!
Fundamentally, the solution would be to store the PV generated electricity as
energy for delivery during the forecast peak. By using ESSs the amount of
generated electricity used to counter the peak could be closer to 90% (after
efficiency derating), meaning greater contribution and penetration of renewable
energy. This would mean, using the 2017 forecasts, a contribution of ~10 %
(as opposed to the ~3 %.)

This is equivalent to the newly commissioned

(2011) Kwinana A and B Coal-Gas and Gas-Diesel open cycle peaking
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generators, installed in response to the aforementioned shortages (combined
capacity 440MW)[21].
Smart grids provide an opportunity to control and distribute, using ICT enabled
systems, the injection of renewable energy into the distribution network,
regulating system characteristics which are destabilised by the current,
indiscriminate feed in of energy

[44]

. By incorporating smart grids, increasing

the installed PV capacity further, and integrating ESSs into PV installations (or
as sub-systems of district or distribution substations), peak reduction may be
significantly improved, beyond that forecast

2.4.1.1

[12][44]

.

Grid Integration Issues

Positive outcomes have resulted in connecting distributed generation to the
distribution network, from a sustainability and environmental perspective. In
high penetrations, without appropriate measures, they can also have negative
impacts upon the power quality characteristics of the network. The negative
impacts of these systems may comprise


Fault currents and grounding issues,



Voltage rise,



Voltage and power fluctuations,



Reverse power flow,



Power factor impacts, and



Unintentional islanding.

[81]

;

Where available and where regulations allow, current methods of dealing with
these issues involve the interface between generation system and distribution
network: the Grid-Connected Inverter.

However these measures not only

reduce the impacts of distributed systems, but also restrict the potential
penetration of the energy generated by these systems, limiting production and
the contribution to sustainable outcomes by renewable energy

[81]

.
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On a network like the SWIS, where PV represents the great many distributed
energy systems, an alternative to curtailment of power injection is the strategic
placement of ESSs on the distribution network in order to “soak up” extra
power

[81]

.

With enabling ICT systems, real-time management of storage

systems for controlling injection of energy onto the network can avail the
system to benefits such as off-peak energy storage, voltage and frequency
regulation, peak shaving (or load following), outage protection, and improved
power factor whilst smoothing the input of intermittent renewable energy.
As with the improvements to efficiency afforded through smart grid technology,
ESSs can help defer expensive investment in the upgrades of transmission and
distribution systems

[81]

. ESSs are beneficial in case of system failure, and can

provide extra ancillary services such as spinning or supplemental reserve

[81]

.
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2.4.2

Energy Storage Systems

Various energy storage technologies exist for integration into renewable energy
installations, or onto an electricity grid at points of generation or distribution.
Systems include:


Chemical Energy Storage



Deep-Cycle

Lead-Acid

Battery

(Flooded,

AGM and Gel Cell)


Lithium

Ion

Battery

(including

Electric

Vehicles)








Non-conventional
o

Air Battery

o

Liquid Metal Battery

o

Salt Battery



Flow Battery



Hydrogen (Fuel Cells)



Pumped Hydro Storage

Energy Storage



Subsea Pumped Hydro Storage

Thermal Energy Storage



Pumped Heat Electricity Storage (PHES)



Molten Salt / Sulphur



Underwater Compressed Air Energy Storage

Stored

Gravitation

Potential

Compresses Air Energy Storage

(UCAES)



Mechanical Energy Storage



Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES)



Flywheel Storage

In addition to the above, promising technologies are in development for
integration onto electricity networks. These include new types of battery (air,
liquid metal and flow), super-capacitors, super-conducting magnets, as well as
the re-envisioning of existing technology (for example, potential energy
storage). Excellent reviews of these technologies are available in the literature,
including the Sandia National Laboratories report, Energy Storage for the
Electricity Grid (Eyer & Corey, 2010)

[82]

and the Marchment Hill Consulting
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report to the Clean Energy Council, Energy Storage in Australia (Marchment Hill,
2012)

[126]

2.4.2.1

.

Applications of Energy Storage Systems

ESSs may be applied to electricity networks for achieving a number of
outcomes related to electricity supply, ancillary services, optimising of the grid
system, end user management services and the integration of renewables.
ESSs are classified into application categories that best facilitate energy
enabling or power enabling services.

Power and energy are generally used

interchangeably. The distinction is made as power applications require high
power, short period output, a feature of storage systems which provide
moderate energy per kW of rated power output.
flywheels and capacitors

[82]

.

Such systems include

Energy applications of ESSs are those which

require discharge of large amounts of energy for large discharge durations, thus
requiring large energy capacity.

Examples of technologies suited to these

energy applications include deep cycle batteries, CAES, pumped hydro, thermal
energy storage

[82]

.

Capacity applications differ from energy applications of energy storage; energy
applications can be used to defer or reduce the need for network and
generation assets.

Capacity applications, such as reserve, may require limited

quantities of energy, depending on the application

[82]

.

Further discussion is contained in the Appendices, Section H.
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2.4.2.2

Benefits of Energy Storage

Energy storage systems provide benefits in two forms. Additional revenue, and
avoided costs to the storage owner or operator

[82]

. Additional revenue can be

generated, and includes payment for energy sales (including the potential for
arbitrage

[83]

), increasing capacity credits of new and existing generation

systems (particularly from intermittent renewable sources), and through the
provision of ancillary services

[82]

.

Avoided costs (against the business as usual solution) include reduced or
deferred investment in generation assets, avoided costs of generation for
transmission and distribution capacity (accounting for losses), reduced carbon
emission penalties, and reduced costs for energy from the consumer’s
perspective

[82]

.

A number of application-specific benefits of energy storage exist, and incidental
benefits which are derived from the inclusion of ESSs on electricity networks. A
full account of these benefits is in the literature, for example, the Sandia
National Laboratories report, Energy Storage for the Electricity Grid (Eyer &
Corey, 2010)

[82]

2.4.2.3

State of the Art

. A summary is presented in the Appendices, Section F.

Different approaches are utilised for energy storage; whether storage systems
are applied at transmission or distribution levels, or at the residential.

The

scale of the storage device reflects the needs of the system; so utilities may use
pumped hydro for making capacity within the system during off-peak (for
example the Tumut Hydroelectric power station in New South Wales

[84]

), or

use Zinc Bromide flow batteries for storing and smoothing energy generated by
PV installations at fringe of grid locations (for example Energy Safe Victoria’s
rural hybrid PV installations

[85]

). The very large Ultra-battery to be installed on

Tasmania’s King Island, is used to facilitate the penetration of the renewable
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energy generation systems present on the island, reducing the need for
conventional generation, and improving the environmental and sustainable
outcomes of an off grid system

[86]

.

Battery ESSs have been utilised in remote and stand-alone power supplies for a
long time. Their value as integrated grid-tied systems at the various levels of
application have been guessed at, but generally undercapitalised due to the
expense, control limitations, and lifespan of traditional energy storage
technologies

[87]

.

Today however, advances in storage technology have

improved the technical viability and economically feasibility of storage, and
have made available more storage options with high efficiency. As demand,
and growth and capacity requirements make storage more necessary, market
forces make storage systems more affordable

[87]

.

At the residential scale, for off or on-grid application one ESS remains king, the
lead acid battery bank. However improvements in lithium ion technologies have
led to modularisation of home scale energy storage systems, so the sprawling
(or sea-containerised - in the case of small communities) lead acid battery bank
is no longer the only feasible option. Commercially, systems are available for
application to the residential sector; for example the ZEN “PowerBank” Home
Energy Storage system

[88]

, a fully enclosed 5kW/20kWh battery and inverter

installation with a much reduced footprint relative to traditional lead acid banks
of comparable size.

The modularity of these systems also increases the

applicability to other application spaces, such as within the wider distribution
system of the electricity grid. However, lead acid batteries remain the cheapest
solution, and therefore are generally the most feasible option.

2.4.2.4

EV Integration and Uptake Forecast

The number of plug-in EVs (PEVs) has seen large growth since 2010, reaching
in 2012 more than 120,000 unit sales world-wide.

The growth in EV sales

(including pure, or hydrogen fuel cell) is expected to top 39%, growing at a
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compound annual growth rate, by 2020

[89]

. Whilst growth rates are not as

strong as proponents initially expected, it is expected that 3.8 million electric
vehicles will sell annually by 2020, with growth expected to continue

[90]

.

Key factors influencing this growth include the forecast assumptions of vehicle
availability, petroleum fuel prices, and Government influence on both the
market (economic growth and carbon reduction being amongst the drivers) and
on infrastructure availability

[89]

. It is expected that the Government influence

will put downward pressure on the growth in certain jurisdictions, particularly
where infrastructure upgrades are not economically feasible in the short to
medium term

[90]

.

A clear picture of the impact high penetration of EVs will have upon power
systems is expected to move Governments and utilities into action with regards
to infrastructure upgrades. With the demand on power generation from EV’s,
these impacts are expected to include higher electricity prices, higher
emissions, and higher generation capacity requirements

[91]

. Solutions to these

impacts involve the manner in which electric vehicles are integrated into the
power network.

From managing the times in which they are charged, to

controlling their charging regime (with dispatch strategies), to using the EV’s
energy storage systems to support the grid during times of peak demand (with
grid to vehicle - vehicle to grid charging and discharging mechanisms)
clear also that EV integration requires ICT and power system operations

[38]

, it is

[92]

and

demand-side management systems that are only available from a smart home,
within a smart grid.
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2.5

Deployment Methods and Practices

2.5.1

Smart Grid Deployment in Australia

An advanced electricity network is at once enabled, and necessitated by
advances in communications technology, the growth in demand (and peak
demand), and the installation of intermittent distributed generation. Australia’s
largest networks are powered by inflexible, ageing assets that produce
significant carbon emissions

[31]

, and are being compromised by the incentivised

uptake of solar panels which are proving to have significant safety and
reliability impacts. The implementation of policy which calls for reform of the
energy sector to address these concerns, such as the Clean Energy Futures and
Clean Energy Act of 2011, requires advanced networks in able to do so;
Australia’s networks are in need of renewal.
Smart grid strategies have identified certain principal characteristics necessary
for the advanced network


[11]

.

Activate and engage consumer: interaction with value added services enable
the tangible benefits of the grid; environmental, economic and social.



Digital grade power: Provides 21st century quality power for digital device
environments, avoiding productivity loss.



Integrates all embedded generation and storage: Plug and play “interface”
for all manner of generation and storage, including EV, for clean and
efficient energy services.



Self-heal: Ability to self-assess, detect and analyse, and respond to issues.



Optimises assets: Operates efficiently, with desired functionality and fuller
utilisation of assets. Informs grid maintenance schedules for less downtime.



Resist attack: Ability to remain robust and secure in the face of physical or
cyber-attack, and improvement safety for all stakeholders.

Developing an advanced electricity network involves the transformation of the
legacy network. In Australia networks are undergoing this transformation, with
the preliminary introduction of smart meters upon the SWIS and the National
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Energy Market (NEM) in the Eastern States of Australia.

By overlaying the

existing network with a network of ICT and smart infrastructure, the ability for
automatic and remote control is integrated into it. Back-end IT systems, smart
meters, smart sensors, SCADA, and a communications network are some of the
many systems expected to make up the new paradigm of electricity grid.
This chapter introduces the stakeholders involved with the smart grid, and the
regulatory bodies and regulatory standards and policies from an Australian
context. The stimulus for smart grid in Australia is discussed, and an overview
of the benefits of doing so, drawing from the literature, is presented.
Indicators of success, drawing from the pilots, trials and deployments from
Australia and international experience are presented, and a summary of ideal
roll out strategies, for smart meters and beyond, follows.
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2.5.2

Smart Grid Stakeholders

Figure 9 below presents the general Stakeholders who will be involved in the
development, deployment, management and use of smart grids.

Electricity
Sector

Generators, Network Operators, Retailers, Markets

ICT Providers

Service Providers, Network Operators, Security,
Programmers, Head-End Software

Government

Legislators, Regulators, Standards

Investors

Government, Electricity Sector, Business, Consumers

Academia

Research institutions, Universities, Engineering Firms,
Industry Groups

Vendors

AMI, Power Assets, Appliance Manufacturers, RES, ESS

Industry

Resources, Manufacturing, EV, RES, ESS, Installers

End Users

Community Groups, Retailers, Industry, Consumers

Figure 9 - Stakeholders of Future Smart Grid

In Western Australia, the organisations required for collaboration on the
electrical smart grid will include the Australian Energy Regulator, Department of
Broadband and National Broadband Network, West Australian Energy Market
(WAEM – SWIS + NWIS), Synergy (and Verve if the recently announced merger
does not occur

[1]

), Western Power and Horizon Power.
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2.5.3

Australian Standards and Regulations

2.5.3.1

Smart Meters, Smart Grids

The following tables indicate the regulatory bodies, relevant policies and
standards that apply to smart grids within Australian jurisdictions.
Table 9 - Smart Grid regulatory bodies and roles within Australia [93]

Regulatory Body

Role

Australian Energy Market Commission
Australian Energy Regulator
Australian Energy Market Operator
Department of Climate Change
Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism
Standards Australia
Ministerial Council on Energy

Regulate the Nation Electricity Market
Enforce policy and rules
Ensure the smooth operation of markets
Set climate change policy
Set energy policy
Setting of Mandatory Standards
Clean energy, energy generation and
network efficiency policy
Mobile and RF regulation
Inform policy and standards

Australian Communications and Media Auth.
Smart Grid Australia

Table 10 - Smart Grid related Policy in Australia [93]

Policy

Aims

National Framework
for Energy Efficiency

• Energy efficiency strategy,
• Public and industry education,
• Minimisation of regulatory barriers for smart grid policy

Table 11 - Smart Grid related Australian Standards

[94]

Australian Standards

Document

Smart Grid Roadmap
Demand Response
Smart Meter / AMI
Mobile / RF
SCADA

Australian Standards for Smart Grids – Standards Roadmap
AS4577 – Demand Response
Currently not commissioned
Currently not commissioned
AS4418 – Supervisory control and data acquisition
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2.5.3.2

Renewable Energy and Energy Storage Systems

The following tables indicate the regulatory bodies, relevant policies and
standards that apply to Renewable Energy within Australian jurisdictions.

Table 12 - Renewable Energy regulatory bodies and roles within Australia [95]

Regulatory Body

Role

Clean Energy Regulator
Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA)
Clean Energy Council

Administers carbon pricing, RET and CFI
Innovation and competition
Informs policy and regulatory bodies e.g.
Standards Australia
Table 9, above.

Further regulatory bodies, as per Smart Grid

Table 13 - Renewable Energy related Policy in Australia

[95]

Policy

Aims

National Framework
for Energy Efficiency

• Energy efficiency strategy,
• Public and industry education,
• Minimisation of regulatory barriers for smart grid policy
• Creation of financial incentive for LRET and SRES
• Large Scale Renewable Energy Target
• Small Scale Renewable Energy Scheme

Renewable Energy
Target

Australian Standards

Document

PV Arrays
Wind Turbines
RAPS / SAPS
Inverters

AS/NZS 5033 – Installation of photovoltaic (PV) arrays
AS 71400 – Wind turbines
AS/NZS 4509 – Stand-alone power systems
AS4777 – Grid connection of energy systems via inverters
AS/NZS 5603 – Stand-alone inverters
AS/NZS 3000 – Wiring rules
AS/NZS 3008 – Selection of cables
AS/NZS 1768 – Lightening protection
Currently not commissioned

Wiring
Lightning Protection
Energy Storage
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2.5.4

Smart Grid Stimulus

The Australian authority on smart grids, Smart Grid Australia, proposes three
significant driving forces for the Smart Grid. These are Governmental policy,
consumerism, and economic and future requirements of the grid, and economic
feasibility and availability of technology

[73]

.

Since 2007, with a focus on energy efficiency and reducing carbon emissions,
the Australian Government has formed policy which includes the Clean Energy
Bill, Carbon Tax and Emissions Trading Scheme, and Renewable Energy Target
[73]

. With the prices of electricity (and other costs of living) increasing, State

Governments are increasingly under pressure to provide reform in order for the
provision of reliable and affordable services and to deliver consumer protection
outcomes

[31][73]

. As discussed above, the economy is increasingly reliant on

electricity, and competitive forces increase the need for a competitive edge;
Government policy can provide stimulus for diversification and productivity for
economic growth, in new smart grid sectors, and sectors reliant on electricity
for growth

[73]

.

Electricity consumption, particularly the growth of consumption due to
population growth and consumer technology uptake, will drive developments in
smart grids. Today’s aging networks are increasingly stressed by peak demand
and increasing functionality requirements from new technologies, for example
EVs and distributed RES.
This aging infrastructure will eventually need replacing or upgrading.
Reassessing requirements in light of new technologies will ensure reliability and
fit-for-future requirements.

Existing technologies, developed to monitor and

control the stresses upon the network, become more affordable as the demand
for them increases.

As the uptake of these technologies increase, new

innovations and technologies are developed to better integrate functional
requirements. With these new technologies come new opportunities, and new
risk factors, themselves driving further innovations and solutions.
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Industry groups, researchers, and stakeholders within the global energy and
water sectors have stated the benefits of smart meters and smart homes, and
have extended these to the smart grid and smart city concept; an account of
which follows in the next section.
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2.6

Benefits of Smart Grids

Whilst it is not expected that a one size fits all approach will define the smart
grid, a range of benefits are to be gained from the concept of intelligent and
automated grids, and informed and activated stakeholders. Benefits of smart
grids and related technology are well presented in the literature, demonstrated
in the various national and international pilots and trials, and have been
highlighted throughout this report; in broad terms, the smart grid is perceived
to have positive benefits across the triple bottom line for key stakeholders.
Smart grids improve service levels, asset efficiency and performance, and safety
for all stakeholders. A cross section of key stakeholders and the benefits each
realise from the deployment of a smart grid is presented in Figure 10

[96]

, and

discussed further, below.

End Users

AMI Data
Services

Electricity
Retailer
New Market
Entrants

ICT / Tele
Companies

Service
quality
improved

Lower
living
expenses

Dynamic
tariffs and
load shift

Fees for data aggregation
and meter reading provide
revenue

Accurate
meter
reading

Data
opportunities

RES+ESS
=
optimised
income

Cost and overhead reduction
for meter reading

Reduced theft
and nontechnical losses

New Business Models

Transparent
invoicing,
visuals and
control

Dynamic
tariffs

Niche market
opportunities

New markets
similar to
existing ones

New fields in
B2B and B2C
applications

Improved
customer
relations

Opportunity and improved
feasibility of profiling business
models

Improved
competitiveness

Enabling of value
added services and
products

Opportunities
with multiple
utility fronts

Value
added
services /
products

Efficient
energy
use

Improved
profit
margins

Management of power
consumers

Expansion of
business scope
– EM / Data

Operation of
Data Centres

Network
Operator

Improved load management and
efficient asset utilisation

High grid stability due to
automation and demand
predictability

Downward pressure on costs,
and expenses for expansion as
opposed to upgrade

Generators

Reduced overcapacities and
related asset costs

Dynamic Operation Benefits –
costs, maintenance, emissions
all reduced

Renewable capacity firming and
capacity credit

Figure 10- Benefits cross section for key stakeholders – (Adapted from Romer et al, 2012)

[93]
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2.6.1

End users

End users stand to benefit considerably by the implementation of the smart grid
via the expected improvement in power and service quality, whether or not
they modify their attitudes and behaviours, but particularly if they do

[31]

. With

more efficient services, and the ability to prosume and price-shift within a new
market, energy bills are expected to be lower as;
o Energy efficiency becomes inherent within the system,
o Dynamic and value added services offer incentive for accountability in
consumption, and
o Income from smart peripherals is optimised.
Having the facility to advantage from future technology, such as EVs, is a
prospective benefit of the smart grid for end users.

Stability of network

infrastructure depends on it; Deloitte forecast that EV take up in Victoria will be
of the order of 50% of new car sales by 2015 (>100,000 vehicles), and a
similar magnitude in New South Wales by 2018

[97]

.

For some stakeholders access to affordable, quality electricity services means
the difference between health and sickness, prosperity and poverty.

Quite

literally, for a portion of the demographic, access to affordable electricity is a
matter of life and death.

For others, electricity is an enabler for lifestyle

improvement.
The ability to opt-in / opt-out of value added services may alleviate some social
justice concerns; engagement will provide benefits through availing all endusers to management techniques that reduce the cost of living. Services such
as the following;


Access to profiled data, for transparency and consumption management.



Dynamic pricing signals (such as time of use and critical peak) and
incentives for demand management.



Feed in tariffs and policy evolution for price-shifting injection of renewable
energy from storage, and



Direct load control of air-conditioning and non-essential appliances.
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2.6.2

AMI Data Services

With new technology comes new opportunity. The ability of AMI enabled smart
meters to generate a massive amount of data itself lends to the creation of a
new industry. Where once meter readers collected information, data centres
have the opportunity to collect metering data, provide a billing service to
energy retailers, and a profiling service to network operators, utilities and end
users. Patterns determined from this data can be used to forecast network
operations, and provide a means for consumers to evaluate and develop
accountability for their consumption (as well as determine and correct faults or
energy sinks in near to real-time).
Whilst costs and overheads will be reduced through automated meter reading
provisions and elimination of overheads (training, equipment, insurance), these
costs are redirected into the leveraging and provision of value added service
opportunities.

2.6.3

Electricity Retailer

Customer relations (and improved customer retention in a diversified, nonmonopolised market) are strengthened through the transparency and
accountability that smart meters, when combined with value added services such as dynamic tariffs and fair feed-in tariffs, provide. These factors, and the
opportunities for downward pressure on costs, improve the competitiveness of
an electricity retailer in such a market.
However, a hard-line benefit of the deployment of the smart meter is its
security in the face of tampering and fraud, a benefit that has been paid close
attention by the global energy sector; with electricity theft estimated to cost
100s of millions of dollars in the USA alone, theft contributes to the rampant
rise in electricity costs throughout the world

[98]

.
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2.6.4

New Market Entrants

The smart grid offers benefits in the way of opportunities, such as new business
models and niche business services to energy service companies and
stakeholders alike.

Business creation for back-end services such as

consumption profiling and data analysis for management strategies and
accurate load forecasting, to frontline embedded generation and distributed
energy storage operations are some of many beneficial, and necessary, services
that can be leveraged from a smart power sector. The transformation of the
power grid is expected to result in substantial increases in productivity and GDP
growth.
Of note is the reduced costs that smart grid infrastructure can have on
greenfield and urban renewal development.

With head-works being the

responsibility of the landowner or developer, smart grid and distributed systems
can substantially reduce the required capacity of feeders throughout the
development, due to the demand reduction capabilities and inherent efficiency,
thereby saving the landowner multiple millions of dollars on distribution feeders
and business as usual infrastructure.

These savings should be invested in

smart infrastructure throughout the development to ensure its wider success.

2.6.5

ICT and Telecommunications Companies

ICT providers have the benefit of increased business; potentially assimilating
the uptake into existing frameworks and infrastructure, as new markets will add
volume rather than complexity. Business to business and business to client
applications of the smart grid will open up new fields depending on what
communications paradigm is adopted, whether wired or wireless. Scope for
value added services, and integration of several utilities into holistic portals
such as smart water and smart energy (gas, electricity) exists, meaning
business diversification into new markets is possible, whether into the electricity
or data services markets.
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As the ICT and telecommunications sector is heavily electricity dependent, the
operational costs and environmental footprint could potentially be reduced due
to inherent efficiencies in the system; as a result of smart grids, and as a direct
consequence of the enabling role played by ICT, and ICT related services, upon
smart grids.

2.6.6

Network Operators

The benefits to network operators are possibly the most visible across the triple
bottom line.

Economic benefits due to smart metering and full smart grid

deployment include risk mitigation, improved expenditure forecasting, and
downward pressure on costs and overheads. As asset efficiency is improved
with the integration of distributed generation and storage, the outlook of
existing assets is enhanced, deferring the need for upgrades spurred by growth
in peak demand. It has been estimated that the benefits of peak reduction
measures facilitated by smart grid technology and services - if in place on the
NEM and SWIS - would save up to $4.6 billion Australian dollars to generators
and network operators over the next 10 years

[97]

.

Once smart grids are deployed, ICT enabled automation and monitoring by key
transmission and distribution systems will identify emerging and actual power
quality issues, apply corrective measures, and increase grid stability. A benefit
to end users is reliable and quality power; the stability also reduces the
requirements of the grid for expensive and inflexible business as usual ancillary
equipment and services, a financial benefit to network operators

2.6.7

[11]

.

Generators

As efficiency improves, and deployments of embedded systems increase,
distribution and transmission overcapacities are relieved, resulting in lower
generation requirements and the dynamic operational benefits that ensue. The
benefit to the generator is running costs are reduced. While this is also seen as
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a private cost, a threat to market dominance, the reality is that traditional
generation business models will need to adapt as sustainability and climate
change policy increasingly comes to the fore.
The flexible generator has an advantage in understanding of the market,
making uptake of renewable energy at the large, centralised scale a business
decision rather than a paradigm shift.

However, across the market the

introduction of smart grid technologies means generators can profit from
renewable penetration improvement, capacity firming ability and broadened
capacity credit.

2.6.8

The Environment as a Stakeholder

The literature also presents the environmental benefits of the smart grid from
the perspective of energy conservation and CO2 reduction.
From an energy conservation perspective, early smart grid pilots have shown
that informed end-users can reduce consumption by at least 6.5%

[73]

. This is

achieved through the use of home energy monitors, in home displays and
internet portals which display real-time consumption, and near to real-time
feedback from energy suppliers, such as dynamic tariff information, profiled
energy behaviour and anomalies, and socialised behaviour comparisons to
peers and neighbours.

Studies have shown that the electricity sector’s

consumption and emissions could be reduced by 12%, with further indirect
reductions of 6%, through the application of smart grid technologies

[99]

.

Managing electricity supply with the use of distributed generation and storage
technologies to bring supply closer to end-users will reduce the amount of
power generated to compensate for line losses, and consequently wasted, in
the long haul transmission of electricity

[73]

.

Improved voltage regulation,

afforded by tighter and automated control of embedded systems, will reduce
line loss further.
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CO2 reduction is a response to the enhanced integration of renewable energy
generation, facilitated by energy storage systems and through the optimisation
of feed-in with ICT and predictive weather information. An increase in usable
capacity and the effect of intermittency on the network removed, coupled with
knowledge of when and where available renewable generated electricity will be
injected, means that spinning reserves can be taken offline

[73]

– reducing

emissions, but also saving fuel, on maintenance requirements, and therefore
money.
The use of vehicle to grid (V2G) and grid to vehicle (G2V) systems offer the
ability to enhance smart grid operations, utilising EV batteries for assisting peak
levelling,

and

smoothing

renewable

energy

generation

and

injection.

Alternatively, these systems can be utilised during the night time off-peak,
where the majority of online generation is spinning reserve, and otherwise
wasted

[73]

.
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2.7

Smart Grid Deployment

2.7.1

Ideal Roll-out Strategies

Variations in the level of success from smart grid pilot programs, smart meter
trials and consumer engagement programs, conducted around the world
indicate that there are many variables upon which success depends.
From the perspective of smart meters, successful roll-out strategies involve
more than the installation of technology, as will be discussed in Chapter 7.
End-user engagement must be prioritised from the beginning of a smart grid or
smart meter deployment in order to avoid various backlashes that have
occurred in contemporary trials and pilots (as discussed in Chapter 6). Full
participation is necessary for successful deployment of the smart grid, and only
with the whole system in place will the majority of benefits to end-users be
delivered

[100]

. To this end, end-users must trust in the developers, and the

whole network transformation development.
This trust can be built through early outreach and engagement programs, and
promotion of state of the art, but realistic trials and pilot studies

[57]

. Positive

results and consumer feedback from such trials should be publicly promoted.
Creation of positive experiences in relation to the deployment occurs with a
large enlistment of early adopters, engaged with “attractive, fun and rewarding
feedback schemes”

[57]

, and this positive experience can be deepened through

education and encouragement to assist consumers to experiment with
feedback. Value added services should be introduced at this stage, and for a
period of time they should be accessible for free (as a trial), in order to
encourage and promote their use.

These value added services, such as

automatic DLC and time of use tariffs need to be guaranteed optional, and
reversible, and should remain so if and when they become a charged for
service, so that full-scale deployment of services and systems can occur
successfully

[57]

.
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Deployment where community engagement has not occurred has resulted in
backlash. In certain cases the deployment has been cancelled, or halted by
moratorium until such time as the backlash can be addressed, as was the case
in Victoria. In at least one case, the Maryland deployment, community backlash
has been so severe and ongoing that the Maryland Public Service Commission
found that smart meters should be installed only to culminate the bringing of
the smart grid online, and not to initiate the process

[101]

.

A snap shot of the do’s and don’ts of smart grid deployment, as prepared by
Asthana, et al.

[102]

has been recreated here (Table 14, below) to illustrate a

best practice approach to preparing a business case, implementing the
program, and the implementation of operations and governance frameworks.
Table 14 - The Do's and Don'ts of Smart Grid Deployment [102]

Stage
Vision and
Business Case

1
2
3

Implementation

4
5
6
7

Operations and
Governance

8
9
10

What To Do – 10 Best Practices

What Not To Do

Define a smart grid vision, and the
road map to get there.
Build a compelling business case
tailored to technology maturity and
the regulatory environment.
Develop a capability-driven
regulatory case articulating
stakeholder costs and benefits and
addressing technology
obsolescence and security concerns



Set up program architecture that
considers risk and industry
maturity.
Select technologies for the long
term and use pilots strategically.
Pursue true strategic sourcing to
optimize provider’s capabilities
while minimising risk.
Maintain significant business focus
on IT integration activities.



Employ lean operations techniques
to accelerate cost-effective
technology deployment.
Actively define end-state business
processes and change required to
deliver.
Set up cross-functional governance
across all key business units.















Pursue stand-alone projects
when each becomes a positive
business case.
Assume technology is a static
choice.
Assume the business-case
framework of one service area
will work in another.
Translate internal business case
into a regulatory filing and
assume regulators and
stakeholders will understand it.
Assume a narrow approach to
systems integration will succeed.
Map technology to current needs
or fail to test technology
marketing claims
Use a procurement-led process
that fits other categories of spend
where functionality is well
known.
Assume clear business
requirements will lead to
successful IT integration
Scale up current capabilities and
assume an unrealistic learning
curve.
Plan on capturing the benefits in
the business case without
significant change management
Lead the project from either an
IT or single business unit
perspective.
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2.7.2

Lessons Learnt

Trials and pilots are essential to the furthering of the goals of deploying the
smart grid. Lessons learnt from these not only inform future decisions about
hardware and software, but what engagement strategies work best and what
special considerations need to be made for the needs of vulnerable end-users.
The wheel does not necessarily need re-inventing so to speak. Many lessons
have already been learnt from trials and pilots both in Australia, and in
international efforts, and reports from trials and pilot studies generally deal with
the specifics.
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2.8

Barriers, Backlash, and Social Justice

2.8.1

Barriers

A range of barriers, operational and perceived, exist for the deployment of
smart meters as evidenced by the trials and deployments to date. These issues
are broad and diverse, and occur at all stages of a deployment program. These
barriers may include technical issues, geographical and spatial challenges,
market and policy barriers, human and social difficulties, capital raising and
commercial or investment challenges, and so forth.
In some trials and pilot studies, such as the Solar Cities trials throughout
Australia, smart meter roll-out has been accompanied by demand reduction
programs using DLC for automated control of air conditioning or similar, noncritical appliances. Integration of renewable energy systems have also featured
in the trials, and the programs have to date been operated for early engagers
willing to foot the expense of renewable energy systems where these additional
expenses were a barrier to maximum sample size being achieved [3].
The ownership of barriers ultimately comes down to the institution’s
progressing the development of the smart grid and deployment of enabling
technology, such as smart meters. There are stakeholder origins to barriers,
and some are clearly environmental; all is clear in the context of the barriers
themselves, and therefore the origin does not require addressing separately.
As these barriers pose risk to any deployment undertaking, the most significant
and recurring are listed here for consideration (Tables 15 and 16), beginning
with barriers encountered during Australian smart meter trials and deployment,
followed by barriers more generally encountered internationally;
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Table 15 - Barriers to Smart Meter Deployment - Australian Context [9]

Market rules and
regulations

Roles and Responsibilities

Access

Commercial Risk Factors

Requirements for Smart Meters

Customer
Communications
Product Offerings

Responsibility for stakeholder and consumer engagement

Unclear and Delayed benefits

Dynamic Pricing and Tariff policy

Split Incentives
Stranded Assets and Cost
Recovery

Market roles and responsibilities are unclear,
Lack of policy for affordability, demand management
and energy efficiency.
Clear policy for access to data generated by meter
unclear – may result in owner/operator access only,
restricting benefits to end-users and effecting.
Tight performance criteria drives up cost of ICT
infrastructure and operational costs for operators,
Safety concerns for certain AMI meter functionality
without network personnel on site.
Lack of engagement of Government, key stakeholders
and end-users delays roll-out and implementation of
AMI functionality (for example Victoria).
Unclear over the timing of delivery of benefits, making
assumptions crucial input to business case,
Large upfront investment that requires recovery over
life of infrastructure.,
Some AMI functions are untested at large scale
deployment, requiring prior evaluation.
Clear policy required on how tariff structures will be
implemented,
Will tariffs be opt-in (low take up rates) or opt-out (high
take up rates),
Clear policy regarding affordability, demand
management and energy efficiency.

Cost Benefit Analysis may be inconclusive as benefits are
difficult to quantify, and allocate between stakeholders.
Current metering investments (i.e. those non-smart
meters replaced by the roll-out) will no longer receive a
return,
Need clear policy on appropriate returns on new assets,
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Application barriers – Dangers Posed
and Difficulties

Technology Risks

Customer
refusal
Smart Meters

of

Existing
Customer
Infrastructure

Where the market contains multiple retailers, customers
may switch between and request a new meter – making
original installed meter a lost asset,
Timing and expectations of deployment may lead to
obsolescence of technology, particularly in a mandated
roll-out that is distributor-centric.
Impact upon progress of mass smart meter deployment if
uncertainties with technology exist,
Evolution in technology gives rise to speculation from
investors,
Technology requirements may not exist – for example
pre-payment requirements of indigenous communities
located in remote areas,
Smart meters may not meet the requirements of
legislation, policy or control standards,
Decision makers may wait for proof of technology
maturity before risk is acceptable.
Inadequate education and end-user awareness leading to
high refusal rates for meter installation,
Uncertain political engagement, support and policy
leading to high refusal rates for meter installation,
Consumer concerns regarding safety (house fires),
accuracy, privacy and health effects leading to refusal.
Action required before smart meter can be installed, for
example

Old / damaged or illegal wiring, unserviceable fuses,
Switchboard panels damaged or badly weathered,
Switchboard panels contain asbestos,
Switchboards located in non-standard compliant
locations, difficult to reach,
Smart Meters larger than will fit into existing
switchboard.

Lack
of
Information

Customer

Mission critical supply information unknown to
distributors, for example end-users requiring life support,
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Other

Where appointments are necessary, end-user details must
be correct.
Unstable work surfaces and trip hazards faced by
installers result in injuries,
Unrestrained or savage dogs,
Aggressive customers, installers threatened or assaulted.

Communication barriers

Performance guidelines of AMI may restrict the types of
communication mediums that can be utilised.
Potential for future availability of RF bands leaving assets
stranded.
Wireless communications

Some end-users may refuse use due to health concerns,
Some end-users may have or may develop EMF
hypersensitivity (EHS),
Physical obstructions may cause signal degradation or
prevent effective communications along network
topology, or to end-user feedback mechanisms such as
IHDs,
External antenna installation may pose challenges to
safety, end-user satisfaction, affordability.

Consumer and Behavioural
Barriers

Table 16 - General barriers to smart grid deployment and adoption

Consumer communication, i.e. insufficient information / knowledge
on benefits and possibilities

Lack of trusted, independent, well-resourced sources of information and consumer
education

Consumer attitudes towards new technologies

Re-enforced when pilots and trials demonstrate weakness, such as poor IHD trials
Technology too basic / boring to keep end-users motivated to use
Missing standardisation in communications and interoperability between different
manufacturers goods

Consumer understanding of dynamic tariffs (e.g. ToU), technology
and programs
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Consumer comfort issues (i.e. turning off second fridge, DRED
controlled air conditioner)
Consumer concern for rising costs

Lack of consumer motivation to become efficient
Costs to consumers of efficiency measures and products
Extra infrastructure resulting in higher energy costs

Consumer concerns about utilities intruding
consumption, resulting in “hassling”, “policing”.

into

Consumer health concerns

private

EMF from smart meters and enabling peripherals such as wireless IHDs, fires
Fires caused by faulty, rushed or unprofessional installation of meters, particularly in a
mandated roll-out environment where subcontractors are perceived to be underqualified.

Consumer concerns for security

Of supply, remote disconnection, diversion

Investment Barriers

Social Barriers

Privacy of information and data generated
Socio-Economic disadvantage amongst community groups

Job loss

Ability of vulnerable community groups to shift consumption patterns in line with dynamic
tariffs
Non-flexible metering requirements (e.g. Pre-payment meters) resulting in electricity
shortfalls
Meter readers

Stakeholder resistance due to investment in old technologies

Stranded assets should competition open up after roll-out
ICT infrastructure costs driven by minimum performance criteria

Cost recovery potential of new and future infrastructure
Incomplete or inconsistent policy on;

Future use of smart meters
Pricing instruments, dynamic pricing and events
Renewable energy systems and energy storage systems
Market roles and responsibilities

Market policies and rules

No reward for grid-friendly feed in
High hurdle for participation in the reserve power market.
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Missing clear regulatory and legal frameworks spooking markets and
private investor commitment
System security and privacy, data protection
Technology in regards to prepay requirements in remote
communities
Technology Barriers

Maturity of component technology
Restricted implementation of telecommunications due to third party
telecommunication infrastructure
Funding for deployment withheld due to uncertainty of benefits
from technology
Ineffectual choice of meter in light of smart bidirectional
communication capacity
Lack of Standards

Need for technology evaluation and testing

Wasted tax payers money in such cases
Interoperability of AMI components and consumer appliances missing

Security

Communication protocols and bandwidth leading to signal overlay and communication
confusion
Ability to secure networks against physical and cyber attack

Power Industry

Costs and benefits or different applications are speculative, or unknown

Smart grid regulatory frameworks

May not reflect full benefits of applications

Industry

May not provide industry with cost recovery or risk guidance

Tariff design
Business cases
Technical Resources

Tariff structures may work against industry, who see their profits drop, with no benefit
offsetting economic loss
Societal business case can get lost amongst the prioritising of utility operations
Staff and resources have been cut back over previous years due to economic downturns,
and system efficiency measures.
Technical talent is required for smart grid design, deployment and operation - training
takes time, money
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Backlash

Collaboration from all stakeholders on the ‘energy value train’, including endusers, is required for intelligent grids to deploy and operate successfully.
Historically however, due to factors such as lack of transparency in tariff
structures, unaddressed health and safety concerns, security of supply and data
privacy concerns, and privacy violation, end users have rebuked the continued
roll-out of smart meter deployments, pilot studies and trials.
Whether founded or unfounded, the concerns of end-users and the public as a
whole have traditionally been so poorly handled by the commissioning body and
relevant stakeholders that resistance to deployment has grown across a number
of fronts. Adding to the already adverse publicity are stakeholders, who with
already entrenched value propositions and business cases, are isolating and
ostracising end-users through campaigns that add insult to injury; debunking
claims with mockery instead of engaging with the concerns from a rational and
relation building stance.
Examples of ongoing backlash from deployments are provided in Table 17, with
discussion following.
Table 17 - Backlash following Smart Meter Deployment

Deployment

Location

Backlash

AMI Roll-out
Mandate

Victoria,
Australia

Mandate left out the pre awareness, trust and
consecutive consumer engagement
Enforced Time of Use Tariff without the dissemination
of enough warning, or information on shifting
consumption
Energy poverty of vulnerable groups (pensioners, stay
at home single mothers, unemployed, sick or
disabled)
Fire and explosion susceptibility, voltage damaged
smart meters not replaced

[31]

'Consumer Focus' advocacy group calls for halt of SM
roll-out due to privacy concerns
Health concerns regarding EMF
Control of appliances, such as fridges and freezers
(DLC)

[31]

Smart meter
mandate

UK

[103]

[107]

[110]
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Compulsory
Roll-out

Netherlands

Concerns that 15 minute interval data can be used to
invade privacy, use by utility employees to see when
end-users are at home (or when properties are
empty), or when expensive appliances have been
purchased.

[31]

Utility rollouts

U.S.A and
Canada
(Calif.,
Florida,
Hawaii,
Maine,
Oregon,
Texas, and
other states)

Health concerns regarding biological effects of EMF,
EHS sufferers
Personal privacy

[108]

[104]
[105]
[106]

Cost of meters, higher electricity bills (over billing
caused by old billing systems)
Dysfunctional energy economy due to out of date grid
and repeated failure
Smart Meters causing fires
Smart Meter Accuracy in metering (measurement and
recording) and communication
Quality of meters, and installation
Poor communications with stakeholders
Hacking potential of smart meter, and back-end utility
Immediate remote disconnection by utility for unpaid
bill
Benefits of smart meters unfounded / Lack of savings

[107]
[111]

[59]

It would seem that the majority of backlash could be avoided with thorough
project management and attention to consumer engagement.

How much

backlash is due to unpreparedness for best practice deployment and early rollouts is worth further research.
Lessons to be learnt are clear however; except in the case where the
technology is causing the backlash, the policy for deployment should be
handled with consumer-centric benefits and engagement. Building trust and
understanding is demonstrably the main priority.
With respect to the technology, there are three aspects that stand out;
Metering hardware, communication choice, and backend services that receive
the data and are responsible for billing.

As metering technologies mature,

these problems would be expected to be fixed. Early adopters of technology
would be at a disadvantage; however there may be recourse through warranty
or legislation. Communications dilemmas are twofold. Accuracy and reliability
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can be improved through higher density of meters, through higher density of
LAN concentrators, and with the use of antennas. Alternatively the situation
could be remedied with wired, rather than wireless technology. The second
dilemma of wireless technology is with regards to consumers concerns with
health effects.

Moving to wired technology would remedy this concern, or

having the facility to opt-out of smart meter may be an alternative.

Wired

technology would also alleviate the networking issues.
The choice for wireless networks by network operators is in part due to the
concern for security. However, private wireless networks are not an assurance
against hacking, (for example, US Gas and Electric utilities, with AMI
deployment, were hacked in February, 2013

[112]

), therefore this reasoning

behind the use of wireless, RF and mobile networks is not sound.
Therefore the issue, if taken seriously - and in light of the WHO
recommendations that RF is potentially harmful

[113]

, meaning consumer’s fears

are not entirely unfounded, is an issue of ethics. The precautionary principle
should apply, and the onus therefore upon the ICT industry to find objective
proof that wireless communication systems are beyond any reasonable doubt

not responsible for the Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity (EHS) response in
consumers, nor for carcinogenic biological response

[114]

.
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2.8.3

Social Justice Implications

Highlighted in the backlash from smart meter deployment are issues of Social
Justice, which have been faced globally upon deployment, including:


Distribution of electricity to privileged clients to the exclusion of low
socio-economic neighbourhoods,



Vulnerable

consumers

(unemployed, stay-at-home

single

parents,

elderly) hit with financial stress and health concerns when unable to shift
consumption to lower expense tariffs (off-peak and shoulder periods),


Increased consumption and demand from wealthier demographic puts
pressure on existing infrastructure, causing rate increases across the
board upon infrastructure upgrades.

In effect, low-use-low-income

households subsidise high-income-high-use households.


Remote Indigenous consumers having electricity cut off (pre-pay) during
periods when it is not possible to pay for credit (i.e. after close of
business (night), weekends).
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2.9

Engineering Community Engagement

2.9.1

Community Engagement

As indicated throughout the last chapters, community engagement is an
important factor in achieving the successful deployment of a smart grid, and
the key for consumer adoption of smart metering technology and achieving
energy efficiency and conservation goals.

So what is meant by community

engagement?
Community engagement is a consultation process which communicates
information and delivers education with the intention of empowering the
recipients to improve or achieve desired behaviours. Successful engagement
strategies diverge from mere delivery of information to passive recipients,
including the participants in active, informed decision making and outcome
generation. In the context of delivering the benefits of smart meters to all
stakeholders, the participants of the engagement process are the end users,
and the adoption of smart meters without backlash, and accountability for
consumption, is the behaviour change sought.
Improving the visibility of invisible services, such as the supply of electricity,
fosters the sustainability of end-user behaviour.

End users are generally

unaware of the effect their behaviour has upon energy consumption. Nor do
they see what the impact of a quantity of energy has

[115]

. In order to engage

end users to this end, the founding of a partnership between supply and
demand is required, where two-way dialog is promoted. This process begins
early, and once partnership is achieved, is ongoing.
A process flow for an engagement strategy, summarising the literature (SGA,
2012

[28]

; Vaasa ETT, 2013

[57]

; KEMA, 2013

[9]

) follows in Figure 11, below.
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Figure 11 - Partnership Building and Engagement for Successful Deployment
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2.9.2

What are Desired Behaviours?

Electricity consumption shows distinct temporal patterns, whether daily,
seasonally or annually, and these patterns are heavily influenced by the
behaviour of consumers. A very visible consequence of the growth in uptake of
consumer appliances, the example of the uptake of air conditioners on the
SWIS, and the consequences of this growth have been discussed. The solution
to date upon the SWIS is to increase generation, and upgrade infrastructure.
In order to curtail the growth in expense to both end-users and the energy
sectors stakeholders, the behaviour of consumers must be addressed.
The benefits of the smart grid can only be achieved with the cooperation of
end-users.

Understanding the causality of end-user consumption and

behaviours is beyond the scope of this report, but it can be made clear that to
provide these benefits, end-users must engage with desired behaviour changes.
This is as a consequence of policy, but also in the best (self) interests of the
consumer.

Experience with consumption-driven grid issues has shown that

end-users to a degree must engage with behaviour changes such as


[116]

;

Adoption of AMI for bi-directional communication of data at fine-time
intervals for accurate consumption metering,



Modification of consumption in response to a signal to do so (such as
through the implementation of IHDs). The desired response being
applying energy conservation measures, and changing levels of
consumption,



Adoption of a demand response system (DLC) to automatically
reduce non-critical elements of consumption,



Adoption of energy efficient appliances, at time of replacement, to
reduce ambient or characteristic demand.

With the aid of feedback mechanisms and behaviour change programs
necessary behaviours (such as modifying habits that waste energy) can be
achieved, resulting in an activated consumer who reduces consumption.

In

turn, supporting the real-time requirements (via price signals) of the utility, and
who is supported by automation of smart appliances and set and forget
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technologies. With encouragement and incentivisation, consumers will accept
minor curtailment for the benefit of the network

[117]

. With positive outcomes

resulting from this partnership, participation by end-users may culminate in
further smart grid driven adaptation of technology, such as the installation of
renewable energy systems and storage devices.

2.9.3

The Challenge of Engaging the Consumer, Community

Engagement of communities appears to be a leading non-technical challenge
faced by utilities wanting to deploy smart meters. Identifying flexible programs,
feedback mechanisms, and incentives which entice end-users to become energy
efficient, conserve energy, and engage with the benefits of a smart grid whilst
also expecting adaptation to new behaviours and technology is not a small
undertaking. Particularly if end-users have a limited knowledge of the smart
grid, the benefits and impacts it will have on them, or the goals of stakeholders
therein.
Part of the goal of engagement should be to understand the needs of
consumers. Whilst not a technical necessity in the deployment of smart meters,
in leveraging the desired benefits from the roll-out, and garnering the
cooperation of end-users with respect to aforementioned behaviour change, it
is critical to avoiding backlash and the creation of social injustice.

In

considering the consumer experience, flexibility can be made inherent in the
design of programs and value added services, addressing the individual
differences in knowledge and attitudes that arise from socio-economics and
culture

[118]

. Low income and otherwise disadvantaged end-users will require

particular attention in order for them to gain the same benefits from a smart
grid

[119]

.

To understand and respond to the needs of end-users, conducting market
research prior to a smart meter deployment will identify how motivated
consumers are to participate, where engagement strategies should be targeted,
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and where awareness can be improved. Direct communication (phone calls,
leaflets, brochures, statements on invoices and more) thereafter can assist
those who will be directly affected by each deployment, providing a means of
opening communication channels, and preventing backlash and unwarranted
adverse media

[118]

.

Providing highly visible benefits to end-users is not the province of the smart
meter.

Utilities must customise tangible benefits from feedback and

communication, as well as the results from research. Provided as value added
services, utilities can help customers to understand and manage their
consumption with opt in and reversible tools for energy efficiency, including
[118]

;


Feedback devices (such as IHDs and Portals) and analytical tools
(including information and help services),



Flexible billing cycles and dynamic rate plans,



Mobile phone applications,



Emails, SMS and interactive invoicing, and



Normalisation and socialisation mechanisms (e.g. consumption
comparison between peers or neighbours, via social networks and
invoices).

Unless consumers have such tools as these available, are able to use these
tools effectively, and they are motivated to participate actively, they will not
change the way they use electricity. Education programs, community based
social marketing and customer service representatives are example strategies
for addressing different behaviours and motivations of end-users and each have
strengths in addressing and improving the end-user capability for participation.
Consumer concerns need to be taken seriously, and addressed promptly.
Anticipating and preventing problems through pre-deployment consumer
communication and education can prevent backlash, such as the scenario that
occurred in Victoria, by addressing potential concerns proactively. End-users
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and stakeholders alike can be informed, and develop understanding of the
connection between the smart grid, aging infrastructure and the avoidance of
further increases to bills due to upgrade of costly generation, transmission and
distribution assets

[118]

.

Personal attention, given to individuals who have

concerns that have not been addressed by engagement or education programs,
prevents the formation of vocal opposition groups and adverse media coverage
[118]

. These strategies where utilised have exemplified the success of utilities

deploying smart meters, and smart grid projects in the US and Canada, and
otherwise provide valuable, albeit costly lessons where they were missed

2.9.4

[118]

.

Successful Strategies for Community Engagement

As mentioned in the previous section, community engagement for sustained
behaviour change and motivation culminates in a smart meter deployment or
broader smart grid development, and not vice versa.

Behaviour change

programs which have shown to be successful make use of education programs,
consulting and coaching programs, and community based social marketing
strategies.
Education programs are informed by investigations into methods and
behaviours for reducing energy consumption and energy demand.

These

programs contain information that pertain to the residents of specific regions
(e.g. climate factors) and facilitate the consideration of options by residents
who are motivated to make these reductions.
Consultation programs, such as the Home Eco-Consultation process delivered
by Mojarra on behalf of Western Power during the Perth Solar City program

[3]

,

provide end-users an understanding of their energy consumption by way of an
energy audit. A range of strategies for reducing consumption and increased
energy efficiency is offered, informing practical decisions regarding appliances,
demand response and renewable energy

[3]

.
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Coaching programs are a phone or social media based service for intensifying
participation in energy conservation, and for normalising behaviour, and form a
basis of social marketing strategies. This service ties the information delivered
during a consultation stage to other engagement strategies such as BCPs by
setting measureable targets, and establishing ‘social contracts’ and comparison
targets to enable behaviour change

[3]

.

Once smart metering has been deployed, the social marketing strategy comes
unto its own, as consumption data can be used to inform feedback and
coaching tools to reinforce and direct a behaviour change program.
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3.0

Background to Cases and Model Development

3.1

Opportunity to Address Issues of Social Justice

There are a number of social justice issues that require addressing for the
successful deployment of smart meters, and thus the successful implementation
of smart grids, within the wider Australian community. Lessons learned from
international and Australian deployments, trials and pilot studies must inform
the next moves by stakeholders within the energy (and water) sectors.
Addressing the backlash from the community will be an exercise in best
practice. While the right choices of technology, and value added products and
services will go a long way to address the concerns and fears that end-users
have raised, it is only continued engagement strategies and consumer
activation that will keep the triple bottom line outcomes positive for all
stakeholders.
Whilst the aforementioned barriers may generally be addressed with a common
brush, the social justice issues cannot be approached with a one-size-fits-all
attitude; social and economic circumstances will continue to differ, as the
application spaces and demographics change temporally and spatially. Quality
electricity service is an equaliser. Achieving health and life expectation equality,
improving livelihoods and living conditions, whilst furthering the opportunities of
the most vulnerable people in the community is not mutually exclusive from
advancing the modern grid, nor from addressing the expectations of the
majority demographic (i.e. future technology, quality power for economic
reasons and so forth).
This chapter presents a desktop study across different application spaces,
illustrating how different demographics within the community can be at once
activated for the goals of energy efficiency, and insulated from the risk of
further marginalisation that deployment of new technologies have proven to be
capable of.

Using smart metering, value-added services, and consumer
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engagement strategies to achieve conservation and efficiency outcomes, and
RESs and ESSs to improve the lives of those identified as being vulnerable.
There is opportunity for business cases for these systems; costs may be
recovered and profits reinvested.

Further, community-wide benefits can be

achieved through the integration of these systems, including the environmental
and sustainability outcomes discussed, but also the fostering of the smart grid,
and the community building that is achieved through the engagement process.
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3.2

Application Spaces

Application spaces have been identified as potential smart grid business cases,
on the grounds that significant social justice considerations can be addressed
with successful deployment, whilst achieving sustainability outcomes. These
applications spaces are the basis for the modelling presented in the next
sections, and include;
i.

Remote and Aboriginal Communities

ii.

Community Housing for Low Income Earning Australians

iii.

Affordable Housing

iv.

Senior and Aged Care Residential Communities

v.

Student accommodation

For the purposes of this report, application spaces i) and ii) are presented as
case studies in Section 8.5 below. All of the features of these two case studies
can be translated to the final three.
Consumption data from Horizon Power (2004 – 2011) and the Bureau of
Statistics’ Regions of Western Australia – Regional Spotlights website

[120]

was

used to inform case study i) for the towns of Warmun and Meekatharra.
Community housing stock information, provided from the Foundation Housing
Organisation was used to inform case study ii). NASA
Meteorology

[122]

[121]

and the Bureau of

provided the climate and solar irradiation data for building the

case for solar PV. Average consumption data for Perth was taken from the
Australian Government website, Energy Made Easy

[123]

.
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3.3

Smart Grid Vision

The vision for the generic model proposed for installation into afore mentioned
application spaces, incorporates:


AMI Smart Meters with DLC for demand response (see section 2.2.1 and
2.6.1).



A culturally sensitive feedback mechanism (see section 2.9.3).



A PV system with maximum capacity to suit the Class 1 renewable energy
system size for Western Power (3kW) or Horizon Power (5kW), for rooftop
installation (see section 2.4.1).



An energy storage system sized to suit the PV system (see section 2.4.2).



Community engagement, and consumer activation and behaviour change
programs (see section 2.9).

Smart meters with DLC, along with appropriate feedback mechanisms (such as
In-Home Displays, Web Portals or mobile phone applications) will enable;


Consumer feedback on consumption habits.



Consumer information on dynamic tariff changes, and wider network status.



The management of non-critical appliances during critical peak events by
the network operator, and



Provision of incentives, strategies and hints and tips for reducing
consumption.

The deployment of high tech feedback mechanisms should be accompanied by
an appropriate engagement strategy to ensure uptake is maximised, and
consumers are activated for proactive use of such.

Community workshops,

phone coaching and door-to-door training can overcome the scenario where
consumers are unsure or uninformed of the technology, and avoid costly waste
of devices and underutilised websites or applications.
Culturally sensitive feedback mechanisms are important for the uptake of such
measures to make an effect on end-users consumption behaviour. Stakeholder
engagement will determine the needs of the community.

For example, low
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income earners may not have ready access to a mobile phone or internet
connected computer. Upon engagement, it may turn out that IHDs will enable
the end-user to make informed decisions about consumption.

It should be

noted that this technology may go missing in high-transient hostels and
accommodation. In the context of an indigenous community, where technology
is not ubiquitous, but where mobile phone penetration is high, the SMS text
message or mobile phone application may represent a suitable feedback
mechanism. However, assumptions should not be made from one community
to the next, and community engagement strategies should be the first step in a
best practice roll-out.
For the purpose of the model, the PV system size has been set the following
size constraints, i) to ensure rooftop sized systems are recommended, ii) to
take advantage of Western Power and Horizon Power fast track applications
policy, and iii) to ensure payback is possible within reasonable periods.
Each system will require sizing dependent upon variables outside of the scope
of the model. These considerations include;


Roof space limitations due to other installations such as Solar Hot Water



Limits on roof space due to shared accommodation such as lodges or
apartment buildings i.e. small roof space allocation due to Residential
Density Codes (R-Codes)



The number of residents within these high density, shared accommodations

The energy storage system will be sized according to household energy
consumption, but will also take into consideration costs involved, system
footprint, the PV generation potential, and ability to deliver energy over the
peak period. Each system will require decisions of a case by case nature, to
address these and any unforeseen circumstances, and flexibility is therefore
assumed.
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A Multi-Criteria Analysis that considers social, environmental and economic
criteria, developed in consultation with frontline stakeholders, should be used to
inform these design decisions. An example format has been constructed based
upon wide assumptions, and included in the Appendices, Section G.

3.3.1

Other Considerations

DREDs are required for DLC.

These systems must comply with AS4577, or

otherwise be capable of retrofit, in order for the use of DLC systems.
Rewiring may be necessary to ensure safe installation and efficient operation of
systems.

Likewise, the switchboard may require replacement due to

weathering; in some locations asbestos may be present.

These additional

expenses will need to be accounted for in a business case.
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3.4

A Note about Calculations and Data

Due to the nature of the modelling, data and calculations carried out in the
following Case Studies have been completed using Microsoft Excel; a
spreadsheet has been compiled with all data and calculations for inclusion with
this submission.
The calculations used are rudimentary to renewable energy systems sizing, and
as such it is the view of the author that they do not need elucidation through
this work. They are clear and accessible in the Excel Spreadsheet.
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4.0

Model Application to Case Studies

4.1

Remote Indigenous Communities

The Remote Indigenous Community (RIC) of Warmun and the town of
Meekatharra have been investigated based on the potential of a 50c / kWh buy
back tariff offered by Horizon Power, and accessibility. Current energy supply is
generated by diesel generators.

It is unknown if these towns will be

regularised (connected to the power supply of nearby towns) at any time in the
near future.
Energy efficiency barriers in these towns are expected to come from poor
quality housing design, old air conditioners, and potentially energy wasting
behaviours from residents that may include leaving doors and windows open
with air conditioning on, or using the oven as a source of heating in the winter.
The Warmun community has negotiated with Horizon Power the installation of
pre-pay meters; enhancing these meters with the ability to aggregate and
transmit consumption data, will allow remote access and control of demand
response and DER systems.

Smart meters to both settlements will provide

granular data for informing consumer feedback and engagement strategies
alongside behaviour change programs to improve the energy efficiency of RICs.
Technology options for RICs in general may include residential or community
scale RES and ESS. Hostile conditions such as the climate, dust, and flooding,
as well as human interaction need to be taken into consideration when
designing the systems to be applied within the community.
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4.1.1

Climate and Resource Analysis

Figures 12 and 13 below indicate the monthly insolation trends and clearness
indices for Warmun and Meekatharra.

Figure 12 - Warmun Monthly Insolation Trends and Clearness Index

Figure 13 - Meekatharra Monthly Insolation Trends and Clearness Index
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Figures 14 and 15 below indicate the monthly temperature trends and no-sundays for Warmun and Meekatharra.

Figure 14 - Warmun Monthly Averaged Temperature Maximums and No-Sun-Days

Figure 15 – Meekatharra Monthly Averaged Temperature Maximums and No-Sun-Days
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4.1.2

Daily Household Consumption Analysis

Figures 16 and 17 below indicate the monthly average daily consumption trends
for Warmun and Meekatharra.

Horizon Power meter data (2010-2011) is

compared to the Bureau of Statistics 2008 regional reported average of 32
kWh/day and 25.3 kWh/day respectively.

Figure 16 - Warmun Monthly Averaged Daily Household Consumption (kWh / day)

Figure 17 - Meekatharra Monthly Averaged Daily Household Consumption (kWh / day)
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The data, as presented in the above charts, was provided by Horizon Power.
From this data, consumption for each metered household for the period
between sequential meter reads, and an average consumption per meter is
created. Data validation included the removal of lines with missing data,
removal of inconsistently metered data. This validation process left some
months having low number of meters; however rather than excluding months,
they are included for comparison to the Regional Spotlights data provided by
the Bureau of Statistics

[120]

.

The 2010 and 2011 data was specifically utilised because it was more or less
complete relatively, and connections / reads were more continuous.
number of connections in the data was reconciled, using the 2011 Census

The
[124]

,

with the number of houses for both Warmun and Meekatharra. It is assumed
that electric appliances would be more prolific at this stage, and that any
Government or Horizon Power upgrades to housing (including insulation) would
have been in place by this stage.
In order to arrive at total energy consumed per household;
i.

Average consumption per meter across the readings in the 2010-2011
periods is calculated.

ii.

The consumption is grouped into months so that a monthly average is
calculated, where monthly data was available, and then an average
yearly consumption is calculated for the town.

Granular data is currently not collected; therefore hourly load profiles were
unable to be constructed.

Likewise generator specifications and generation

data were not available for either town.

The facility to acquire this data is

simply not in place at this point in time and as such future in-depth analysis of
consumption trends and hourly load profiles, for example, would require
interval data for which AMI infrastructure has the potential to deliver.
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4.1.3

System Design - Residential Scale System

4.1.3.1

Solar PV System Size

Data to construct average hourly load profiles is not available for either
Warmun or Meekatharra; as such system sizes were modelled upon Horizon
Power class specifications and potential payback periods.

Typically, design

decisions would be based upon the power requirements of the household in a
stand-alone system. However as the system is (micro) grid connected, and
would attract a feed-in tariff, the design decisions include roof-space and
allowable budget.
For this case study, 3 kW and 5 kW systems are modelled in terms of
generation capacity (with 70% efficiency), as shown in Figures 18 and 19, and
pay-back period discussed below.

Figure 18 - Generation from 3 kW and 5 kW systems (Warmun)
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Figure 19 - Generation from 3 kW and 5 kW systems (Meekatharra)

4.1.3.2

Energy Storage System

The decision to use a maximum PV generation system of 5 kW per household
follows the requirements for smoothing by Horizon Power in systems greater
than this. A 10 kWh storage capacity AGM battery bank has been suggested to
run alongside an appropriately sized grid tied inverter-charger, at 48V, keeping
system costs relatively low whilst providing storage capacity for peak use.
AGM batteries have been chosen for the availability of long warranty periods
(up to 10 years). An example bank may consist of 2 parallel strings of 4x 12V
Giant Power 12V 280 AH (20HR Nominal) AGM deep cycle batteries, as quoted
below. The price quoted is the NPV for the initial and one replacement bank,
after 5 years.
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4.1.3.3

System Cost and Payback Period

System costs stated here reflect retail prices gathered through online quotes,
are meant to be indicative only, and are subject to change.

The following

Tables (18, 19 and 20) indicate subtotals of system component costs.
An analysis of pay-back period follows, in Table 21, below.

Table 18 - 3 kW PV RES and 10 kWh ESS Component Costs

System Component

Cost

3kW PV System, Installed

$5,000

10kWh AGM Battery Bank

$6,500

Pre-payment Smart Meter

$200

Sub-Total

$11,700

Table 19 - 5 kW PV RES and 10 kWh ESS Component Costs

System Component

Cost

5kW PV System, Installed

$8,000

10kWh AGM Battery Bank

$6,500

Pre-payment Smart Meter

$200

Sub-Total

$14,700

Balance of system costs (cabling, racking/mounts, storage housing), and
remote delivery and installation costs need to be accounted for.

If an

assumption, of 50% of the total is made to cover these extra expenses, the
cost per household is indicated in Table 20.
Table 20 - System Total with 50% balance of system costs, per connection

System Component

Cost

3kW PV System, Installed

$17,500

5kW PV System, Installed

$22,050

Horizon Power offers a scaled buy-back price for towns, dependent upon the
hosting capacity of the town, and the level of saturation of PV systems present
[124]

. Both Warmun and Meekatharra attract the buyback tariff of 50c / kWh

due to the size of the town’s electricity system, and the costs associated with
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buying and transporting diesel. The hosting capacity of Warmun is 102 kW or
204 kW with generation management. The hosting capacity of Meekatharra is
105 kW or 316 kW with generation management.

Generation management

requires energy storage and / or a control system for injection curtailment.
It is proposed, based upon the benefits presented in sections 2.2 and 2.4 that
the installations have ESS, and management systems installed.

With these

considerations in mind, the number of systems installable for the sizes
discussed (using the generation management limit) is listed in Table 21, below.
Table 21 - Town Capacity limits for Renewable Energy Systems Installation

Town
Warmun (204kW)
Meekatharra (316 kW)

3 kW
68 Systems
105 Systems

In Warmun, there are currently 40 residences

5 kW
40 Systems
63 Systems
[123]

with data analysis suggesting

28 have current connection to Horizon Power; if the proposed systems are
applied to all 40 houses, a total cost of between $700,000 and $882,000 is
evident, where the range is dependent upon the system size. The Community
Layout Plan for Warmun indicates a current potential of 100 residential
connections

[124]

. If the 3 kW systems are used, an extra 28 residences may

benefit from a system if, and when houses are built to take them.
In Meekatharra, data analysis showed 241 metered residences; Using 3 or 5 kW
systems would exceed the town capacity set by Horizon Power. If 105x 3 kW
systems are supplied, a cost of $1.84M is evident. If 63x 5 kW systems are
supplied, a cost of $1.39M is evident.
It is assumed that poles and overhead lines are onsite. If trenching is required
for underground power, external costs such as civil works and consulting to the
Indigenous Heritage Council will require accounting for.

It is also assumed

that;
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i.

All power generated is injected into the grid, after the storage system is
charged.

ii.

The battery system is discharged to a maximum of 50% each day.

This provides a source of energy during the night when customers cannot
recharge their pre-pay electricity account, and can be used to potentially offset
expensive electricity (in the case of peak time of use tariffs) otherwise.
Based on the above cost scenarios and assumptions, the payback periods have
been determined, and are presented in Table 22 below;
Table 22 - System Payback Periods (50c FiT)

Town / System

Payback Period (years)

Warmun
3 kW

12.4

5 kW

7.2

3 kW

13.5

5 kW

7.7

Meekatharra

Complete data and calculations are located and accessible in the Microsoft Excel
file, submitted with this report.
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4.1.4

System Design - Community Scale System

The community scale system could potentially take the form of
i. Community RES and Household ESS.
ii. Community RES and Community ESS.
The system design would have to meet the requirements of Horizon Power. In
order to maximise the renewable penetration, situation ii) is more appropriate.
Due to the system sizes represented by the town capacity limits with generation
control, the system falls into Horizon Power’s Class 3 rating [126], and requires
storage prior to injection.
It is conceivable then that a 200kW system for Warmun and a 300 kW system
for Meekatharra, with an appropriately sized ESS for generation smoothing and
control, could be installed upon corresponding distribution networks.
Further investigation (for example, a community energy audit) is necessary
before recommendations be made on the ESS, as the load demand is not
known for either town. This is required to appropriately size the output and
storage capacities of the ESS, as the system will need to provide peak demand
and buffer the night-time lack of solar generation.
A third option is the potential for clustered storage systems throughout the
community, strategically located for housing clusters to share. The feasibility of
this strategy was not investigated further, after consultation with Horizon
Power.
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4.2

Community Housing for Low Income Earning Australians

The community housing space was investigated with the help of the Foundation
Housing Organisation of Perth, Western Australia.

Foundation Housing

provided information about the range of accommodation options that the
organisation runs, providing insight into the residential density scope that
diverse housing stock can provide. The range of accommodation options that
Foundation Housing, and other community housing organisations provide,
requires there be flexibility in system design and a clear understanding of the
considerations that must be understood for system application.
Energy efficiency barriers in community housing are expected to come from
poor quality housing design, old air conditioners or cheap but inefficient space
heaters, and may also include energy wasting behaviours from residents. The
requirement for community engagement strategies that address sustained
behaviour change for efficiency and reduced consumption is the same as for
any other smart meter deployment.
The installation of smart meters in this space may require the consideration of
Strata arrangements and/or bulk meters which, in the case of multi-residential
apartments and lodgings, aggregate the entire electricity usage.
Technology options for these accommodations may include residential or
community scale RES and ESS, which will be determined by the presence of
available space to accommodate the footprint of the systems proposed. This
will be reflected by the R-Codes, and will mean a more diverse set of systems
than in the previous case study. Even so flexibility will still be required, as RCodes give an indication only to the availability of space and codes overlap;
therefore assessment on a case by case basis is recommended.
An options analysis therefore may begin with the following examples, in Table
23 below. This table has been informed by the Department for Planning and
Infrastructure

[127]

and data provided by Foundation Housing;
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Table 23 - R Code and system options.

Density

Accomodation Description

System Components

R10 – R25

Single Detached House

AMI+DLC+RES+ESS

R20 – R40

Detached / Grouped Units

AMI+DLC+RES+ESS

R 40 – R60

Town Housing, Units

AMI+DLC+RES+ESS

R60 – R70

Town House Apartments, Flats

AMI+DLC+C-RES+ESS
AMI+DLC+C-RES+C-ESS

R70 – R100

Multi-residential Apartments, Lodges

AMI+DLC+C-RES+ESS
AMI+DLC+C-RES+C-ESS

>R100

High-rise

Multi-residential

Apartments,

AMI+DLC+C-RES+C-ESS

Apartment-over-commercial, Lodges

The options above represent the following scenarios;
i)

Space exists for individually metered RES and ESS.

ii)

Space exists for single metered RES (C-RES), and individual ESSs –
i.e. a shared roof.

iii)

Space exists only for single metered RES (C-RES) and ESSs (C-ESS) –
i.e. apartments have insufficient room for an individual storage
system.
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4.2.1

Climate and Resource Analysis

The Perth metropolitan region has been chosen for the study. Figures 20 and
21 below indicate the monthly insolation trends and clearness index for Perth,
as well as the average monthly maximum temperature and number of no sun
days that present throughout an average year.

Figure 20 - Perth Insolation and Clearness Index

Figure 21 - Perth Monthly Averaged Maximum Temperature and No-Sun-Days
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4.2.2

Daily Household Consumption Analysis

Figure 22 below indicates the monthly average daily consumption trends for
different household occupancy rates, namely 1 person households through to 6
person households. This data was acquired from the Australian Government Energy Made Easy

[123]

website.

Figure 22 - Perth Average Daily Household Consumption vs. PV Energy Generation

Overlaying this occupancy consumption rate, is the volume of energy that could
be expected to be generated by 3kW and 5kW PV RESs, tilted at the latitude
angle (~32º). On inspection it is clear that on average a 3 kW PV system can
meet the consumption requirements of a 2 person household. Likewise, a 5 kW
PV system can meet the consumption requirements, on average, of a 5 person
household. This does not take into consideration any efficiency improvements
that a behaviour change program will make on consumption.
Further, an average hourly seasonal analysis for each of the occupancy
scenarios is presented in the following composite, Figure 23 below.
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Figure 23 - Seasonal Electricity Consumption by Occupancy Rate (Perth)

These curves were generated by normalising the typical daily load curves from
the SWIS

[25]

(See Appendices, Section C) and then multiplying the normalised

data to each average consumption rate as shown in Figure 22, above.
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4.2.3

System Design - Residential Scale System

4.2.3.1

Solar PV System Size

For the sake of consistency in comparison, 3 kW and 5 kW PV systems will be
considered for the case study. A 3 kW system is constructed from 12x 250W
PV modules and typically requires an area of at least 20m 2. A 5 kW system is
constructed from 20x 250W modules and typically requires an area of at least
33 m2.

4.2.3.2

Energy Storage System

The AGM system from the previous case study will once again be utilised.
Alternative modular and self-contained systems will also be compared; the ZEN
ESS

[129]

and the Sunverge-Kokam ESS

[130]

, having a smaller footprint offers

the option for applications where space is limited. These systems are expensive
relative to the AGM system however, and may prove difficult to justify in a
business case. System specifications are provided on the commercial websites,
as per the above references.

4.2.3.3

System Costs

System costs stated here reflect retail prices gathered through online quotes
and are subject to change.

The following Tables (24 and 25) indicate the

subtotal of systems component costs for the different battery systems, with
comparison to 3 kW and 5 kW PV systems, however, unlike the previous case
study, delivery and installation is included.
An analysis of pay-back period follows in Table 26, below.
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Table 24 - System Component Sub-Total (ESS Comparison with 3 KW PV RES)

System Component
3kW PV System, Installed
10kWh AGM Battery
Pre-payment Smart Meter
Sub-Total

Cost
$5,000
$6,500
$200
$11,700

System Component
3kW PV System, Installed
10kWh Kokam Battery
Pre-payment Smart Meter
Sub-Total

Cost
$5,000
$15,000
$200
$20,200

System Component
3kW PV System, Installed
20kWh ZEN Battery
Pre-payment Smart Meter
Sub-Total

Cost
$5,000
$30,000
$200
$35,200

Table 25 - System Component Sub-Total (ESS Comparison with 5 KW PV RES)

System Component
5kW PV System, Installed
10kWh AGM Battery
Pre-payment Smart Meter
Sub-Total

Cost
$8,000
$6,500
$200
$14,700

System Component
5kW PV System, Installed
10.7kWh Kokam Battery
Pre-payment Smart Meter
Sub-Total

Cost
$8,000
$15,000
$200
$23,200

System Component
3kW PV System, Installed
20kWh ZEN Battery
Pre-payment Smart Meter
Sub-Total

Cost
$8,000
$30,000
$200
$38,200

4.2.3.4

Payback Period

Unlike the RIC case study where a reasonable FiT was available to pay off the
system, upon the SWIS the current FiT is 8c / kWh. This tariff is not high
enough to pay a return on the energy fed into the grid to allow a payback
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period that is feasible for a business case; much less the expected lifespan of
the RES and ESS systems in question.
For the proposed systems to be feasible, a business case needs to achieve a
negotiated FiT in order to reach pay off in say 5 or 10 years. It is possible on
the SWIS to negotiate a tariff within the contestable market; a consumption of
more than 50 MWh per year makes a business eligible to do so

[21]

.

A

Community Housing Organisation can therefore make a business case by taking
on the electricity billing of their tenants; 50 MWh is approximately 137 units per
day over a year which equates to approximately 12 single occupant households
or 5 six person households at the Perth average consumption.
Using the solar insolation and generation data as shown above, for payback to
occur within these timeframes the following FiTs will require negotiation (Table
26, below);
Table 26 - FiT Requirement for Payback Period (5 and 10 years)

5 Year Payback Period

10 Year Payback Period FiT

FiT (c / kWh)

(c / kWh)

3 kW RES + AGM ESS

43.15

21.56

5 kW RES + AGM ESS

25.9

12.94

3 kW RES + KOKAM ESS

75.9

38.1

5 kW RES + KOKAM ESS

45.7

22.85

3 kW RES + ZEN ESS

134.5

67.25

5 kW RES + ZEN ESS

80.4

40.35

System

In addition to this, the market and or network provider, Western Power, may be
leveraged for extra concession as each installed ESS provides ancillary services
to the network, and reduces peak demand. Negotiating this concession may
prove beneficial to the negotiation of the FiT, given that some required are
steep in comparison.
A business case then could be to install the 5 kW PV RES and AGM ESS into
each single detached residence with at least 35m2 of north-facing roof space.
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Using the single dwelling stock of Foundation housing, this equates to 400
systems. A capital outlay of $5.88M would see these systems installed, and a
feed-in tariff of 25.9 c / kWh would see a payback period of 5 years.
To illustrate this, and the effect of system size on an average yearly bill for a
single occupant household, and a six person household, the following graphs
(Figures 24 and 25) have been constructed. The 5 year pay off FiT is used for
the 5 kW system, and Synergy flat and ToU tariffs used to construct the bill
from the average consumptions shown above. Synergy tariffs are shown in
Figure 26, below.

Figure 24 - Effect on Average Yearly Bill with PV, Flat and Dynamic Tariffs – Single Occupant

Figure 25 - Effect on Average Yearly Bill with PV, Flat and Dynamic Tariffs - Six Occupants
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As indicated, Time of Use billing can reduce the cost of power, based upon
average use. This reduction would be expected to be more significant after a
behaviour change program is introduced.

Figure 26 - Synergy Tariffs [16]

4.2.3.5

System Design – Community Scale System

In designing a system for a medium density (R70 - R100) multi-residential
complex, with say 50 apartments, the options analysis from Table 23 above
allows;
i)

AMI+DR+C-RES+ESS.

ii)

AMI+DR+C-RES+C-ESS.

If we assume that each residence in this apartment complex has the Perth
average occupancy rate of 2.3 people, then each residence requires a 3 kW
system to meet their consumption requirement (as illustrated in Figure 27
above), prior to efficiency improvement by consumer engagement strategies.
Assume also that there is the required roof space to accept this 150 kW PV
system (1000m2 say, which is a feasible approximation of a multi-residential
complex).
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Taking the first option for the case study, and allow each residence to have a
Kokam Lithium Ion Battery System installed to their apartment (in a utility room
for example), to be charged by the system then the total system cost is $1M. A
FiT of 76.2c (5 year) or 38.1c (10 year payback) is required. Design decisions
and the feasibility of a 10 year payback require further consideration, with
respect to the lifespan of the ESS.
A reasonably large system such as this will attract a capacity credit, which may
help a business case lever such a FiT upon negotiation. If the system is used to
store energy until feed-in is required, then the potential to negotiate a peak
feed in tariff may assist in the payback.

If the system is used for self-

consumption at peak periods, then a concession for low demand during peak
period may also be negotiated.

It may also be argued that the ancillary

services for the LAN, provided by the ESS, constitutes a service which could
attract a concession or payment, however reliability of said service would need
to be guaranteed.
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5.0

Conclusions, Findings and Recommendations

5.1

Discussion

The extensive literature review conducted herein paints a clear picture about
the future requirements of the electricity grid and the moves already being
undertaken by the energy sector throughout the developed and developing
world.

With a view to the West Australian context, smart grid systems are

discussed and along with successful deployment strategies, community
engagement processes are outlined for the priming of smart meter rollouts.
Benefits to stakeholders throughout provider-consumer spectrum have been
illustrated.
There are many barriers to integrating smart systems for a move to a more
sustainable and manageable power supply, and these have been shown in
detail. Significantly, there are barriers to the smooth uptake of smart systems
by certain end-user demographics.

With innovative community engagement

practices, deployment of embedded generation and storage devices can
alleviate the disadvantage put onto these demographics, and examples of these
have been presented as case studies.
Deployments of systems on a social justice basis can illustrate the successful
implementation of smart grid projects to the wider population, so that future
smart grid projects can be implemented with high levels of success. These
initial systems may attract funding from different Australian Government
departments. With a well-structured business case and successful negotiation
upon the deregulated energy market, stakeholders instigating these projects
can be assured a payback period of 5-10 years, with profits generated
thereafter able to fund further projects.
Further investigation is required in remote communities for exact demand
trends, so that systems may be sized more appropriately, taking into
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consideration any growth.

AMI rollout will facilitate this as an initial step

towards smart grids with distributed renewable and energy storage systems.
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5.2

Findings and Recommendations

5.2.1

Remote Indigenous Communities

Warmun has an average daily solar resource of 6.5 kWh/m2/day (average min
5.5 kWh/m2/day and average maximum of 7.2 kWh/m2/day).

The average

consumption is 32 kWh / day. Warmun has at present capacity for 204 kW of
renewable energy with generation management; at the household scale this
represents 68 systems rated at 3 kW or 40 systems rated at 5 kW (though only
40 houses are currently evident).

With 40 systems costing $700,000 or

$882,000 respectively, a payback period of 12.4 and 7.2 years has been
calculated, based upon the 50c Horizon Power buy back tariff.
Meekatharra has an average daily solar resource of 6.1 kWh/m2/day (average
min 5.4 kWh/m2/day and average maximum of 6.9 kWh/m2/day). The average
consumption is 25.3 kWh/day. Meekatharra has at present capacity for 316 kW
of renewable energy with generation management; at the household scale this
represents 105 systems rated at 3 kW or 63 systems rated at 5 kW (though 241
houses are currently evident).

Costing $1.84M or $1.39M respectively, a

payback period of 13.5 and 7.7 years has been calculated, based upon the 50c
Horizon Power buy back tariff.
There are externalities that still require investigation, such as any unaccounted
for balance of system costs, and bureaucratic overheads. Inclusive net present
value (NPV) for system maintenance, replacement battery components and so
forth have not been presented herein; the models presented in the attached
Microsoft Excel Spreadsheets are inclusive of these considerations (see section
3.4).
Further investigation into the load profile of the town is recommended, and will
allow a more appropriate central or community scale RES and ESS approach to
be taken.

At this time, ESS design for the allowable capacity can only be

reflective of generation capacity and management requirements, and will not be
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representative of end user requirements, due to the afore mentioned lack of
data.

5.2.2

Community Housing

In the absence of a conducive FiT upon the SWIS, the enablement of social
justice motivated mechanisms such as those proposed requires negotiation of
appropriate concession and tariffs upon the deregulated energy market, for the
energy and the services that such mechanisms provide.
Modelling 3 kW and 5 kW RESs, along with a selection of ESSs, demonstrate
that payoff periods of 5 years are achievable with FiTs ranging between $0.43
and $1.34 (3 kW PV + ESS) and $0.26 and $0.80 (5 kW PV + ESS), dependent
upon the selection of storage.
The effect of both flat and ToU tariffs on a range of average consumptions per
occupancy rate, combined with the FiT of $0.26 / kWh for a 5kW PV system
with AGM ESS, was demonstrated. ToU was shown to reduce the cost of power
based upon these average consumptions, thereby reducing the power bill and
increasing the accrued FiT, and would therefore be expected to accelerate the
payback period of such a system. Combined with community engagement and
efficiency programs, and smart metering initiatives, further benefits can be
leveraged from said system for the target stakeholders.
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5.3

Recommended System Architecture

5.3.1

System Boundary

The system boundary is depicted in the following flow diagram (Figure 27).
Note the community scale RES and ESS located at the distribution node.

HAN

HAN

Home
Area
Network
(HAN)

Distribution

HAN

HAN

HAN

Transmission

Bulk
Generation

HAN

Local Area Network (LAN)

Community
Energy
(Wind / PV)
and Storage

Wide Area Network (WAN)

Figure 27 - System Boundary for Remote Indigenous Community

5.3.2

Household Scale System

The system concept below (Figure 28) represents the RES, ESS and smart
meter related devices, as they would apply in a per household scale
deployment.
Energy
Management
System

IHD /
Portal

DRED
PV Array

Inverter

Smart Meter

Load

Energy Storage
System
Utility

Figure 28 - Household System concept diagram
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The HAN to LAN household schematic depicts the connection of the system into
the utility’s (Horizon Power) wider network (Figure 29).

Figure 29 - HAN to LAN Household RES + ESS Schematic (Adapted from Horizon Power

[125]

)

The HAN / LAN / WAN interface is shown in Figure 30, this time as a conceptual
schematic of a HAN cluster.

HAN

EMS
Renewable Energy
System

Grid Connected
Inverter

Coms
Smart
Meter

DLC

Coms
Storage

Coms

EMS

District Distribution
Substation

Customer
Loads

Network
(WP, HP, CESCo)
Wide Area
Network (WAN)

Home Area Network (HAN)

HAN

HAN
Local Area Network (LAN)

Figure 30 - Conceptual Schematic of HAN Cluster
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5.3.3

Community Scale System

The community scale diagram below (Figure 31) shows the RES and ESS
systems outside of the HAN, and connected into the LAN, as in the Prosumer
case outlined for a RIC.

SCADA
Large kW PV Array

Large kW Inverter

415V Distribution

LAN

HAN
HAN
HAN

Energy Storage
System

Figure 31 - Community Scale flow diagram

The HAN to LAN depiction below (Figure 32) shows the potential of a RES with
either an ESS or C-ESS. Note also the EV connection point.
EMS
and DLC

PV Array

Inverter

Smart Meter

IHD / Portal

Load

Community Energy
Storage System

Electric Vehicle
G2V / V2G
Energy Storage
System

Utility
Local Area Network
(LAN)

Home Area Network (HAN)

Figure 32 - HAN to LAN with ESSs at different topology intercepts

The HAN cluster (Figure 33) below illustrates C-ESS and C-RES outside the
single HAN domain, as in a medium to high density multi-residential complex.
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Smart
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Grid Connected
Inverter

Storage

Local Area Network (LAN)

Figure 33 - Multi-residential HAN Cluster, with C-RES and C-ESS
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5.4

Funding Opportunities

Funding opportunities, as well as low or no interest loans, for social
infrastructure based projects include;
Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC) –
http://www.cleanenergyfinancecorp.com.au/

Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA) –


Renewable Energy Venture Capital



Regional Australia’s Renewables Initiative



Emerging Renewable Program

http://www.arena.gov.au/programs/initiatives/index.html

Low Carbon Communities
http://www.climatechange.gov.au/energy-efficiency/low-carbon-communities

FaHCSIA
Funding and grants for Community-Based Projects
http://www.fahcsia.gov.au/our-responsibilities/communities-and-vulnerable-people/grantsfunding/funding-to-support-community-based-projects

Further, a funding strategy that could be investigated for high density, multiresidential properties is the Environmental Upgrade Agreement framework. To
date this framework has included policy for non-residential buildings, however
on a social justice basis there may be room for negotiation.
http://www.lowcarbonaustralia.com.au/business/finance-solutions/environmental-upgradeagreements.aspx
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Appendices
Appendix A:
This review presents a sample of the literature researched early in the ENG460 Engineering
Thesis unit. There is a large body of literature that deals with the great many aspects of the
smart grid and related systems and policies; many papers cover more than one of these
aspects, and reports that are based in trials and pilots will deal with these aspects from the
practical analysis of results attained from them. As such, there are overlaps in topics within the
different papers, so what follows is a review of papers sorted into categories, whereby focus
has been given to papers that deal with a specific topic with relevance to the thesis. Many of
the papers reviewed could be included in several if not all of these categories.
Smart Homes, Smart Meters, Smart Grids
Fereidoon P. Sioshansi (Ed) (2011). “Smart Grid: Integrating Renewable, Distributed & Efficient
Energy” Academic Press 2011.
This book provides insight into the many different aspects of the Smart Grid. The chapters of
particular interest to this thesis include;
Chapter 3: a discourse on the ethics of dynamic pricing including barriers to dynamic pricing
and overcoming these barriers in the context of the effects upon low income consumers.
Chapter 4: an investigation into the equity implications of smart grid, including the mismatch
between costs and benefits, and the fundamental equity concerns due to the compulsory
nature of the smart grid.
Chapters 5 and 7 discuss the prospects for renewable energy considering the benefits and
issues of high penetration, and the potential of energy storage, and realising the potential of
renewable and distributed energy on the smart grid from a technical and modelling approach.
Chapter 14 addresses success in the smart grid space by listening to customers and
stakeholders.
Fereidoon P. Sioshansi (2011) “So What's So Smart about the Smart Grid?”, The Electricity
Journal, Volume 24, Issue 10, December 2011, Pages 91–99
This article provides a definition of the smart grid, and the expectations that utilities have for
it. Of particular interest is the treatment of the disengaged customer, and how integration
requires the reengagement of customers and communities alike for achieving the goals of
energy efficiency, demand response and demand side participation.
National Energy Technology Laboratory. (2008) “Advanced Metering Infrastructure”, U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability, February 2008.
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This paper provides a clear definition of Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) and the
contribution AMI makes in support of the vision of a modern, smart grid. This paper is of
interest because the motivation and inclusion of the consumer is addressed, alongside a
treatment of the benefits that AMI can provide to consumers and network alike, including a
discussion on some potential deployment approaches.
DEWHA, (2009) “Smart Grid, Smart City – A New Direction for a New Energy Era” The National
Energy Efficiency Initiative, Department of the Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts,
Canberra 2009
In response to climate change the Australian Government has looked to the electricity market
for reforms. This paper identifies global and national trends which affect the entire value
chain of the electricity sector, and moves to address the efficient management of power,
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and improved reliability and operating costs by turning
to the Smart Grid.

Identifying other benefits, but also barriers to the reform the report

recommends (2009) that smart grid implementation in Australia aims to optimise overall value
for society and recommends that pilots, such as the Smart Grid, Smart City trial in Sydney
(Ausgrid) be used to prove technology and build business cases.
Smart Pilots and Trials
Gungor, V.C., Sahin, D., Kocak, T., Ergut, S., Buccella, C., Cecati, C., Hancke, G.P. (2012)
“Smart Grid and Smart Homes” IEEE Industrial Electronics Magazine, December 2012
This paper identifies with an European context, indicating energy consumption followed by a
treatise on energy efficiency technology categories for Smart Homes. The paper continues
through a discussion on Smart Meters, key players in smart grid technology development,
consumers, and government roles. Outlined is a comprehensive list of smart grid research
challenges, which is followed by a discussion of EU trials and pilots, market drivers and then
international (outside of Europe) efforts.
Giordano, V., Gangale, F., Fulli, G., Jiminez, M.S. (2011)

“Smart Grid Projects in Europe -

Lessons Learned and Current Developments.” Joint Research Centre - Institute for Energy,
Publications Office of the European Union, Luxembourg 2011.
A comprehensive inventory of smart grid projects in Europe, the paper provides analysis of
trends and developments, whilst looking into several aspects of the smart grid landscape
(including budgets, maturity, scale, levels of integration, policy goals, and security) to describe
the state of the art of their implementation, the promises of the developing electricity system,
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and foreseeable developments.

Feedback and input from various stakeholders is brought

together and integrated into the analysis.
Associated Benefits of the Smart Grid
SGA. (2011) “Maximising Consumer Benefits.” Smart Grid Australia, 2011
SGA’s report communicates the need for infrastructure renewal across Australia’s aging
electricity network, and makes the case for the Smart Grid. Defining the smart grid in terms
of what and who, the report identifies the benefits to consumers and communities, the
impacts and pitfalls that may affect consumers, the special considerations that need to be
made to vulnerable groups, and gives examples of emerging good practices and
recommendations for the maximising of benefits to consumers.
Australian Energy Market Commission. (2012) “Power of choice - giving consumers options in
the way they use electricity.” Directions Paper, AEMC, 23 March 2012, Sydney
This paper describes the role of Demand Side Participation as a means of coordination
between energy efficiency and demand response. Reviewing the current and potential DSP
options in the market, the paper considers engagement, participation, efficient operation of
price signals and the role of technology whilst outlining the issues in each and their effect on
the wholesale and ancillary services market. The paper investigates current market conditions
with respect to networks, retailers and distributed generation, tackling the role of each in the
NEM and with respect to DSP. Finally, the paper deals with the regulatory measures that
integrate with or impact upon energy efficiency within the NEM. Of particular importance to
the thesis is the treatment of time sensitive tariff options and issues related to vulnerable
consumers.
Easton, B., House, K. & Byars, J. (2012) “Smart Grid: A Race Worth Winning?” Ernst and
Young, London.
This report discusses the benefits of the smart grid, in the context of the deployment efforts
in Britain. The benefits are discussed in terms of direct benefits to networks, benefits across
the supply chain and from secondary industries (for example Electric Vehicles, Renewables).
The challenges are addressed; however of interest is a treatment on the costs and risks of
inaction, and on maximising wider opportunities.
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Utilities (Considerations and Policy)
CSIRO. (2009) “Intelligent Grid – A Value Proposition for Distributed Energy in Australia”
National Research Flagships. Canberra: CSIRO, 2009.
This report investigates the impact of distributed energy on the NEM, and Australia’s
traditional energy system. This impact is categorised in terms of distributed energy market
penetration, policy and regulation, and barriers and enablers to implementation.

The

potential for distributed energy is quantified from the perspective of climate change, and the
impacts and benefits on the urban environment, NEM, and on distribution and transmission
networks.
ITP (2010) “Addressing Grid-Interconnection Issues with Variable Renewable Energy Sources –
Report for APEC”, ACT 2010
This report outlines the negative impacts that DG can have on a network when high
penetrations are not mitigated with appropriate measures. These impacts are discussed in
terms of the direct consequences to the network characteristics.

Recommendations for

government involvement, standards and case study projects are made to generate best
practice.
Jones, Ben (2012) “Study on the Impact of Photovoltaic (PV) Generation on Peak Demand”,
Western Power, 2012
This report supports the case for integrated energy storage systems with the deployment of
renewable energy systems; PV systems on the SWIS are currently reducing peak load by
0.62% (24 MW) – a current PV capacity of >205 MW exists on the SWIS, which indicates that
peak generation is disconnected from peak demand. The report also indicates statistics in the
growth of systems, and the impact of distributed generation on substations.
Horizon Power. (2012) “Technical Requirements for Renewable Energy Systems Connected to
the Low Voltage (LV) Network via Inverters” Horizon Power Corporation, 2012.
This document contains the general and technical requirements for the connection and
commissioning of renewable energy systems to Horizon Power infrastructure for feed-in.
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National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) (2010) “NIST Framework and Roadmap
for Smart Grid - Interoperability Standards.” Release 1.0, 2010.
Lazar, J., McKenzie, M. (2012) “Australian Standards for Smart Grids – Standards Roadmap”
Version 1.0, Standards Australia. 2012.
These two papers provide a study and recommendation of framework for Smart Grids from
the American and Australian perspectives, suggesting mechanisms for optimal deployment,
management, efficiency improvement, network issue rectification, and so forth. The NIST
document provides a comprehensive listing of possible standards for every potential element
of a smart Grid.

Lazar and McKenzie provide specific guidance on priority frameworks

required for near term market commercialisation.
Horizon Power (2012) “Renewable Energy Buyback Pricelist” Horizon Power Corporation, 2012.
This document provides “feed-in-tariff” prices for remote towns throughout Western Australia,
current as of the 2nd July, 2012, and is used to inform the economic feasibility of installing
renewable energy systems in these regions based upon buyback of excess generated
electricity and electricity bill reduction.
Roam Consulting (2012) “Impact of Renewable Energy and Carbon Pricing Policies on Retail
Electricity Prices.” Clean Energy Council
This report quantifies the effect of renewable energy upon future retail electricity prices, in each
state of Australia, between 2012 and 2020. The result being that renewable energy schemes
contribute around 1-11% of the cost to bills, and will contribute less than 10% by 2020.
Energy Storage Systems
Marchment Hill Consulting. (2012) “Energy Storage in Australia – Commercial Opportunities,
Barriers and Policy Options” Clean Energy Council, 2012.
The paper addresses energy storage as an emerging potential means of supporting existing
electricity networks in Australia, through the facilitation of energy markets and grid stability
due to increased penetration of distributed renewables, whilst providing for the needs of
remote communities, and residential and commercial consumers. The paper presents a model
of the demand for energy storage, and examines the commercial potential of energy storage
applications.
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Römer, B., Reichhart, P., Kranz, J., Picot, A. (2012)

“The role of smart metering and

decentralized electricity storage for smart grids: The importance of positive externalities”
Energy Policy, Volume 50, Pages 486-496
This paper discusses the importance of advanced metering infrastructure and decentralised
energy storage systems to the smart grid, outlining the benefits to society whilst identifying
the most important stakeholders and their investment incentives, and private costs.

The

paper continues by highlighting the importance of consistent and well-designed regulatory and
legal frameworks for incentivising stakeholders. The paper considers barriers to deployment,
and provides new insight into overcoming them.
RedFlow. (2012) “Case Study: Utility-Owned Smart Grid – Smart Grid, Smart Cities Trial.”
Sydney 2012
This report outlines the RedFlow Energy Storage trial undertaken by Ausgrid across Newcastle
and Sydney in New South Wales; several smart grid technologies were included and the trials
aimed to quantify the capacity and cost effectiveness of energy storage systems to reduce
peak demand, improve network reliability and nominal characteristics, provide energy supply
during peak price events, minimise consumer bills, and support intermittent generation from
renewable energy sources.

Lessons learnt across the trial are summarised in terms of

application site.
Energy Efficiency
Moloney, S, Maller, C and Horne, R (2008) “Housing and Sustainability: Bridging the Gap
between Technical Solutions and Householder Behaviour.” Australasian Housing Researchers’
Conference 2008
This paper introduces two research projects which shed insight into the ‘dynamics of demand’,
highlighting the relationship between consumerism and the socio-technical systems which
define it. Focusing upon the social practices around consumption, in-depth analyses of the
social practices of householders in their daily routines is undertaken in order to go beyond the
technological solutions traditionally used to address efficiency.
Simchak, T., Ungar, L. (2011) “Realising the Energy Efficiency Potential of Smart Grid – An
Alliance to Save Energy” Alliance to Save Energy, www.ase.org
This paper, from an American perspective, discusses efficiency and system reliability as only a
smart grid, with its integrated technology and policy, can bring to consumers, utilities and
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third party energy service providers. The paper covers consumer benefits and challenges, and
indicates that reduced energy bills enabled by smart technologies may reduce the barriers and
enhance diffusion. Utility side benefits and challenges are also discussed, with insight into the
policies and architecture that will allow the greater reliability and efficiency through operation
at much stricter tolerances.
Barriers and Issues
World Health Organisation (2011) “IARC Classifies Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields as
Possibly Carcinogenic to Humans – Press Release No 208” IARC, Lyon, France, 2011
This press release is often cited as proof that smart meters are causing health problems for
consumers with smart meters installed. The report describes what measures were taken by
IARC to identify and assess the potential for RF EMF to be carcinogenic, and identifies the
environmental factors and vectors for exposure. A description of the categories of risk is
included.
Maisch, Don. (2012) “Smart meter health concerns: Just a nocebo effect or an emerging public
health nightmare?” Journal of the Australasian College of Nutritional and Environmental
Medicine,

Vol.

31,

No.

2,

Sep

2012:

15-19.

[Online]

http://0-

search.informit.com.au.prospero.murdoch.edu.au/documentSummary;dn=943917299737244;re
s=IELHEA [Accessed: 5 Apr 13]
This article discusses the failings in policy and standards that lead to the controversy in
Victoria over the rollout of smart meters, and includes the response of governing bodies over
the backlash. This article highlights the difference between radiation as a thermal hazard
(tissue heating) and cumulative biological effects from low intensity exposures, and how
vested interests deem smart meters safe by attributing potential carcinogenic effects to high
intensity thermal, rather than low intensity cumulative biological effects, upon exposure. A
comparison of rollouts resulting in backlash, due to many and varied adverse health effects,
outlines a correlation to smart meters installed on bedroom walls.
Western Power. (2013) “Perth Solar City - Annual Report 2012”, Western Power, Perth, 2013
This Western Power report discusses the solar grid trial in its 3 rd year. Beyond the economics
and progress against milestones the report discusses the preliminary data analysis of the
effects of the intervention on electricity use as mandated by the project, and divulges
transferable lessons, including the determination and analysis of barriers that were
encountered over the trial to date.
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Wissner, Matthias. (2010) “The Smart Grid – A Saucerful of Secrets?” Applied Energy 88 (2011)
2509-2518
This journal article presents a case for ICT and smart infrastructure in the German energy
sector and treats via analysis of the technology types and availability the upcoming challenges
in all parts of the “power value chain”. Giving possible solutions in the German context, the
potential difficulties of deployment of the requisite ITC and power systems are presented, and
analysis shows which hurdles represent the greatest setback to rollout.
DNV KEMA Australia. (2013) “Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism – National Smart
Meter Infrastructure Report” Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism, ACT, 2013
This consultancy report investigates the current status of interval and smart meter
deployment throughout Australia, presenting statistics on the number of meters deployed and
those used for distributed generation.

The report outlines the practical implementation

challenges and implications to future policy development. Included is a review of customer
experience in Australia and international experiences (Texas and New Zealand) for
comparison. Of importance to the thesis is a state by state, distributor by distributor market
overview and comparison of barriers, and how challenges to implementation may be assisted
by future policy.
Schoechle, Timothy. (2012) “Getting Smart about the Smart Grid.”

National Institute for

Science, Law and Public Policy, Washington D.C.
The paper explains why the current smart meter approach in the continental USA cannot lead
to energy sustainability through the examination of the technical shortcomings of current
smart meter policy, including the risks to economy, privacy, security and health.

Federal

policy and State regulation failures are examined with regards to the contemporary smart
grid. Further, the author explores a “true” smart grid, explaining the technical challenges and
economic potential of a transformation to a renewable, sustainable electricity economy.
Investigation into Social Justice
Dr McGann, M., Dr Moss, J. (2010) “Smart Meter, Smart Justice.” Social Justice Initiative,
University of Melbourne, Victoria.
This report defines the problem of growing peak demand, and then investigates the mandate
of smart meter rollout from a benefits and downsides perspective.

The report discusses
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energy affordability and justice, focusing on the impact of price increases on low-income
households (with respect to reliance, appliance efficiency and income proportion) and the
coping measures taken by low-income households. Further, ToU pricing instruments, peak
use and disadvantage are discussed with respect to inelastic electricity users, users with
disability, and poor housing.
Australian Government. (2013) “Closing the Gap – Prime Minister’s Report 2013”, Canberra,
2013
The Prime Minister’s report on the Australian Governments framework for addressing
Indigenous disadvantage; targets are outlined for reducing mortality, improving life
expectancy, and increasing educational and employment outcomes for Aboriginal Australians.
The paper highlights social justice issues that affect the lives of Indigenous people, many of
which can be reduced to access (to health services, schools, utility, job markets etc.) and selfdetermination.
Seemann K, Parnell M, McFallan S and Tucker S. (2008) “Housing for livelihoods: The lifecycle
of housing and infrastructure through a whole-of-system approach in Remote Aboriginal
Settlements”, DKCRC Research Report 29. DKCRC, Alice Springs.
This paper provides the expected life cycle of housing and infrastructure projects in remote
and Aboriginal communities; this information will allow a system model and sustainability
multi-criteria analysis to have some scope reflected in the reality of harsh climates and hostile
deployment scenarios, informing the project life of smart systems in remote Australian
communities. Further, the paper introduces a discourse on the social justice / rights based
justification of funding for remote settlements, as opposed to a purely economic justification.
Edis, T. (2012) “Pensioners – Smart grid’s enemy No. 1?” Climate Spectator, 15 August 2012.
http://www.businessspectator.com.au/article/2012/8/15/smart-energy/pensioners-smart-gridsenemy-no-1
This article speculates on the role of pensioners in holding up the smart grid deployment, and
electricity market reform due to concerns their health will be adversely affected during peak
pricing events where their thermal comfort will be compromised due to issues of affordable
electricity.
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Author Unknown (2012) “Poorer Suburbs Switch Off Heating to Save Money” The Sunday
Times, August 04, 2012. Published: Perth Now - http://www.perthnow.com.au/news/westernaustralia/poorer-suburbs-switch-off-heating-to-save-money/story-e6frg13u-1226443032707
This article discusses statistics released by the Australian Bureau of Statistics and Western
Power in terms of average household income and residential suburb, and daily electricity
consumption. The article suggests a correlation between the less affluent suburb housing
stock (being less well insulated and less well designed) and the cost to keep the thermal
comfort of the home during peak periods. Highlighted is the policy behind the current power
system, peak period consumption in the richer suburbs, and the subsidising of this
consumption by poorer suburbs.
Behaviour Change, Community Engagement, Consumer Engagement, Psychology
SGA. (2012) “Unlocking Consumer Values – Actionable Insights for the Australian Energy
Industry” Smart Grid Australia, 2012.
This paper gives an overview of the current state of smart grids, in Australia and globally, and
then develops a framework for the purpose of consumer engagement using practical
experience and interactions with consumers that have proven to influence the energy
behaviours, and product and service choices of consumers.

This consumer engagement

process is done from the context of the smart grid, and the perceived need to modernise the
electricity infrastructure which will underpin the Australian electricity sector of the future.
Lester, Montie (2012) “Don’t forget the Customer! – Lessons learnt on customer driven AMI
Programs” Presentation to Smart Utilities Australia & New Zealand 2012.
This presentation describes the manner in which AMI deployment can be undertaken in order
to alleviate the negative customer experiences of the past.

Education is shown to be

inadequate by itself, and must be delivered with engagement practices to motivate sustained
behaviour change, which is described as the long term answer to smooth diffusion of AMI and
the smart grid.
Accenture (2013) “Engaging Tomorrow’s Consumer” World Economic Forum – Sustainable
Consumption Initiative, 2013.
Asking the question, “How can companies engage consumers to trigger simple behavioural
shifts that enable more sustainable lifestyles, grow demand for more sustainable products and
create business value” the report analyses over 50 case studies of behaviour change
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initiatives, and combined with a review of academic literature finds that sustainability needs a
culture – a more familiar language, offers incentives and choices that are relevant to lifestyles.
From a business perspective, it was found that companies need to strengthen the paradigm of
consumer sustainability through trust and transparency, engage marketers and activate
employees as advocates, integrate sustainability into research and development and quantify
results.
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Appendix B:
Energy in WA – Generation Tables and Energy Resources Maps, provided by the Government of
Western
Australia
Department
of
Finance
can
be
found
at
[21]
http://www.finance.wa.gov.au/cms/content.aspx?id=15081

The map of the Western Power SWIS Boundary, including towns on the SWIS can be found at:
http://www.westernpower.com.au/documents/safety/swis_towns_locations.pdf

A map of the Australian Sources of Energy, provided by Geoscience Australia and ABARE, 2012
[80]
can be found at:
http://www.ga.gov.au/products/servlet/controller?event=GEOCAT_DETAILS&catno=70142

A summary of Australia’s Energy Resources, provided by ABARE, 2012 can be found at:
http://www.ga.gov.au/products/servlet/controller?event=GEOCAT_DETAILS&catno=70142
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Appendix C:
Typical daily load curves from the SWIS

[25]

: Summer and winter curves from peak record days.

The wobble on the crest of the summer peak is indicative of the dispatch of unplanned load
shedding, which occurred between 2:00PM and 8:00PM on the day of the 25th of February.
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Appendix D:
Electricity Generation in Western Australia - Fuel Type
2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

GWh

GWh

GWh

Non-renewable fuels
Black coal

8 738.0

9 612.2

10352.30

Natural gas

14 556.1

16 006.3

18115.70

Oil products

1 464.4

1 373.4

1413.80

Mixed Fuel

2 153.0

1 017.8

1029.40

26 911.4

28 009.7

30911.30

Biogas

119.60

121.20

111.70

Wind

675.10

664.00

441.10

Solar PV b

na

32.30

112.80

794.70

817.60

665.60

27 706.1

28 827.2

31576.90

Total non-renewable
Renewable fuels

Total renewable
Total
Totals may not add due to rounding.
na Not available
a Includes multi-fuel fired power plants
b State disaggregation of solar data before 2009-10 is
unavailable

This table presents the electricity generation by fuel type in WA data from the Bureau of
Resources and Energy Economics

[26]
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Appendix E:
Western Power grid connected renewable system requirements and application process
information can be found here:
http://www.westernpower.com.au/residents/solarpvsystem/
Horizon Power grid connected renewable system requirements and application process
information can be found here:
http://www.horizonpower.com.au/renewable_energy_technical_requirements.html
Horizon Power tariff structures can be found here:
http://www.horizonpower.com.au/residential_electricity_prices.html
http://www.horizonpower.com.au/renewable_energy.html
Synergy tariff structures can be found here:
https://www.synergy.net.au/at_home/prices.xhtml
https://www.synergy.net.au/at_home/feedintariff.xhtml
Solar Credits – Small-scale renewable energy systems information is found here:
http://www.climatechange.gov.au/reducing-carbon/renewable-energy/renewable-energytarget/small-scale-renewable-energy-systems
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Appendix F:
A Summary of the Benefits of Energy Storage Systems as detailed in the Sandia National
Laboratories report, Energy Storage for the Electricity Grid (Eyer & Corey, 2010)


[82]

.

Electric Energy Time-shift – using storage for buy-low/sell-high transactions; to sell off-peak
generated energy at a high profit during periods of peak demand. Factors for consideration
include tariff structures, round trip efficiency of storage and discharge duration of ESS.



Electric Supply Capacity – Generation capacity can be made up by ESSs at fringe of grid
locations or where generation capacity is limited, deferring the cost of commissioning or
renting new generation.



Load Following – Avoids the marginal costs for fuel and maintenance on peak generation
systems, by supplanting their use with ESSs.

Storage capacity needs to be considered

carefully, as part load operation is inefficient and increases maintenance requirements per
kWh produced.


Electric Supply Reserve Capacity – ESSs serving as spinning reserve, with instant response
and the ability to simultaneously cease charging and begin supplying energy or power
services.



Voltage Support – ESSs can offset the use of large centralised generators to contribute
reactive power to the grid when regional voltage disturbances occur. In this capacity, ESSs
can prevent the occurrence of load shedding emergencies, providing refuge from high
liability insurance premiums.



Transmission Support – ESSs increase the load carrying capacity of transmission systems.
The real benefit exists in using this buffer to defer the need for larger transmission capacity
or upgrades to transmission and distribution assets.



Transmission Congestion Relief – particularly in response to renewable energy competing
for transmission capacity, ESSs can prevent the need for dumping energy upstream from
the congestion, and remit congestion charges applicable in marketplaces.



Deferral of Transmission and Distribution Upgrades – upgrade deferrals amount to financial
benefits from reducing carrying charges; revenue requirements such as financing costs,
taxes, and insurance are also deferred.

This deferred revenue can be invested for the

leveraging of net present costs if upgrades are commissioned at a later stage.


Reduced Investment Risk – By deferring upgrades through the use of ESSs, risks due to
unleveraged load or low growth rates are mitigated. Costs that would otherwise not be
recouped for potentially many years can be recouped through the ability of storage to
deliver energy or power to the network as a whole.



Dynamic Tariff (Time-of-Use) Energy Cost Management – end users can make use an ESS
to store off-peak, low cost energy for use at times of higher and/or critical peak pricing.
The reduced cost of electricity being the benefit.
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Demand Charge Management – as per Energy Cost Management; during peak demand
events on the network, which may attract a power demand charge, the end users power
draw on the electricity network can be offset using an ESS, charged during the off-peak
period.



Electric Service Reliability – an ESS can reduce financial losses accrued in the case of power
outages, and can offer uninterruptable power that is online instantaneously to buffer the
loss of power in mission critical operations (e.g. medical applications). Benefits are highly
end user specific.



Electric Service Power Quality – End user specific, particularly commercial and industrial
customers who risk significant losses due to power quality related technical issues, ESSs
can mitigate risk (and financial losses) by supplying consistent power quality.



Renewable Energy Time-shift – Arbitrage of energy generated by renewable energy
systems, sold to make a profit during peak demand – which generally does not occur during
peak generation (ie noon for PV during clear skies,). In the case of wind, the marketplace
spot price can be played, allowing energy to be sold during favourable events.



Renewables Capacity Firming – ESSs improve the capacity factor of renewable energy
systems.

A secondary benefit known as smoothing, which prevents extreme ramping

events and affords higher penetration of energy from distributed PV and bulk wind
generation.

A reduction in conventional generational capacity is also a derived benefit,

leading to Capacity Credit due to improved reliability of the supply.


Wind Generation Grid Integration – An ESS improves the output volatility of wind turbines,
improves the power quality generated and smooths the output variability.

ESSs also

provide backup provisions during unexpected wind generation shortfall events, reducing or
preventing marketplace instruments such as Minimum Load Violations.


Avoided Transmission and Distribution Energy Losses – ESSs provide a twofold benefit in a)
preventing high losses due to transmission during high peak (and / or through high
temperature) by delivering stored off-peak generated energy locally, and b) preventing all
losses by being charged locally by DERs.



Dynamic Operating Benefits – Operating costs that are reduced (or avoided) due to the
installation of an ESS.

For example, less frequent or more efficient use of generation

equipment reduces fuel, maintenance and emissions costs.


Power Factor Correction – distributed ESS can provide effective power factor correction
(reduce the degree to which voltage and current are out of phase), thereby reducing the
need for more expensive alternatives such as static synchronous compensators (StatComs)
or static VAR compensators. ESSs whose storage media has DC output and require DC to
AC power conditioning via inverters, such as batteries or fuel cells, are well suited to power
correction.
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Reduced Fossil Fuel Use – Generational fossil fuel use can be reduced in three ways
through the use of ESSs. By offsetting the requirement of peaking generators and inclusion
of renewables, the dynamic operating benefits, and through storing more efficient (i.e.
lower temperature) off-peak generated energy.



Reduced Emissions – ESSs reduce the emissions associated with generation by improving
renewables penetration thereby offsetting less efficient or dirty on-peak generation.
Storage related emissions reductions are “circumstance-specific”, meaning temperature
effects and time of generation needs to be considered, as does the age and type of
generation and the type of fuel used (compared with the scenario if storage was not
deployed), and storage efficiency.
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TBL - Social, Environmental and Economic Criteria
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Remote Indigenous
Communities

Stakeholder Weight
Indigenous
Community

Criteria

Horizon
Power

Heritage
Council

System Alternatives
FaHCSIA

A

B

C

D

Health and Safety
Social

Reduces Cost Of Living
Maintenance
Management
Cultural Sensitivity
Empowering
Effectiveness
Environmental

Safe, Durable Materials
Environmental H&S
Energy and CO2
Waste and Emissions
Reduces Fossil Fuel Reliance
Life Cycle of Systems
System Footprint
Capital Cost
Economic

Payback Period
Ongoing Cost / Maintenance
Life Cycle / Project Life
Renewable Resource Availability
Risk Assessment
Feasibility Assessment
Multi-Criteria Analysis Matrix – Example for Remote Indigenous Community.
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Appendix H
Applications of Energy Storage Systems
Electricity Supply Outcomes


Energy Time-shift – Utilising ESSs for purchasing inexpensive electrical energy for storage,
to be retrieved or sold during times of peak pricing.



Electricity Supply Capacity – Utilising ESSs for increasing generation capacity without the
expense of centralised assets.

Ancillary Service Outcomes


Load Following – ESSs are used to respond to demand variation, maintaining system
frequency and supplying energy when demand is ramping up or down.



Reserve Capacity – ESSs are used to respond to emergency or unexpected loss of a
centralised generation or supply asset. Capable of near instantaneous response, ESSs can
provide spinning and/or supplemental reserve, and backup supply.



Voltage Support – ESSs can be used to manage the reactance in the electricity network,
and maintaining the operational voltage of the local system without the requirement for
expensive power factor correction devices.

Grid System Outcomes


Transmission Support – ESSs support transmission and distribution system characteristics
by addressing issues such as voltage sag, voltage reversal, and system resonance. A more
stable system with improved throughput results.



Transmission & Distribution Upgrade Deferral – ESSs can defer or potentially avoid entirely
the need for investment in utility related assets, through deployment at the transmission,
distribution and/or substation level.

End User Outcomes


Energy Cost Management – ESSs enable end users to avoid high tariffs for energy or power
by storing off-peak energy for use during peak periods.



Reliable Service and Power Quality – ESSs are capable of providing highly reliable, clean
electricity for extended durations when grid supply is poor quality or interrupted.

Renewable Integration Outcomes


Capacity Firming – ESSs increase overall penetration, and improve the reliability of
renewable energy systems, eliminating fluctuations in output quality by smoothing injection
and removing rapid ramping events.



Energy Time Shift – ESSs improve the value of renewable energy by enabling energy to be
stored until favourable market conditions exist.
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